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ABSTRACT

Maximal oxygen consumption rates in exercising skeletal muscle are studied
using a Krogh-type cylinder model. Effects of the decline in oxygen content of blood
flowing along capillaries, intravascular resistance to oxygen diffusion, and myoglobinfacilitated diffusion are included. Parameter values are based on human skeletal muscle.
The model is used to predict oxygen consumption rates in exercising skeletal muscle,
based on transport processes occurring at the microvascular level. The dependence of
maximal oxygen consumption rates on oxygen demand, perfusion, and capillary density
(defined as number of capillaries per unit cross-section area of muscle) is examined.
When demand is high, model results show that capillary oxygen content declines rapidly
with axial distance and radial oxygen transport is limited by diffusion resistance within
the capillary and within the tissue. Under these conditions, much of the tissue is hypoxic
and consumption is substantially less than demand. Predicted consumption rates are
compared with experimentally observed maximal rates of oxygen consumption.
Capillary densities in human skeletal muscle are estimated by using the model to
determine the minimum number of straight, evenly spaced capillaries required to achieve
experimentally observed oxygen consumption rates. Estimated capillary density values
are generally higher than values obtained using either histochemical staining techniques
or electron microscopy on quadriceps muscle biopsies from healthy subjects. This
discrepancy is partly accounted for by the fact that capillary density decreases with
muscle contraction, and muscle biopsy samples typically are strongly contracted. These
results imply that estimates of maximal oxygen transport rates based on capillary density
values obtained from biopsy samples do not fully reflect the oxygen transport capacity of
the capillaries in skeletal muscle.
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The model is also used to predict decreases in oxygen consumption in maximally
exercising muscle due to reductions in the inspired partial pressure of oxygen. In
general, observed reductions in maximal oxygen consumption rates due to hypoxic
breathing conditions are larger than predicted by the model, suggesting that responses to
hypoxia not currently included in the model, such as decreases in oxygen demand or in
muscle blood flow, may be important in determining maximal oxygen consumption in
hypoxic conditions.
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CHAFIER 1: INTRODUCTION

Transport of oxygen from the lungs to the mitochondria within the tissue where it
is consumed is one of the most vital functions of the circulatory system and occurs by
convective delivery to the tissue and passive diffusion within the tissue. Convective
delivery of oxygen is achieved by the flow of blood through an extensive network of
vessels, driven by the pumping action of the heart. Diffusive transport in the tissue
carries oxygen from blood to the mitochondria. The relatively low solubility of oxygen
in water hinders both convective and diffusive oxygen transport. The presence of
hemoglobin, a molecule that readily picks up oxygen in the lungs and releases it as
needed in the tissue, facilitates convective oxygen delivery by blood. However, the low
solubility of oxygen severely limits the distance that oxygen can diffuse within the tissue,
especially when the demand for oxygen is high, such as in exercising skeletal muscle.
An order-of-magnitude estimate of the maximum distance that oxygen can diffuse
into tissue can be obtained using a simple, one-dimensional model. In general, oxygen is
assumed to obey Pick's Law of Diffusion, q = -D VC, where q is the oxygen flux per unit
area, D is the diffusion constant for oxygen, and VC is the concentration gradient.
Oxygen content within a tissue is often expressed as a partial pressure using Henry's
Law, C = a F, where a is the solubility constant for oxygen and P is the partial pressure
of oxygen. Using this notation, Pick's Law becomes q = -K VP, where K= Dais the
Krogh diffusion constant. Oxygen must also obey conservation of mass, V-q - -M, where
M is the oxygen consumption rate. Combining these equations and limiting diffusion to
the x-direction yields the following equation for one-dimensional diffusion of oxygen in
tissue
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(1.1)
To estimate the maximum diffusion distance, the partial pressure of oxygen (PO2) at the
blood-tissue interface is assumed equal to the PO2 within the blood, i.e., P(0) = P^, and
tissue PO2 is assumed to be zero at the maximum diffusion distance, L. When the tissue
PO2 is zero, the flux of oxygen must also be zero, i.e., dP/dx = 0 at x = L. Combining
these assumptions and solving for L yields the following estimate for the maximum
diffusion distance for oxygen in tissue

M
Typical values for

(1.2)

and K are 100 mniHg and 9.4 xlO'" (cm7s)(cm^02/cmVmmHg),

respectively. Values for oxygen consumption during maximal exercise typically range
from 35 - 70 cm-^OVl OOcmVmin (2;46). Applying these values to Equation 1.2 gives
estimates of maximal diffusion distances that range from 28 - 39 /xm. To achieve
adequate oxygen transport despite the inability of oxygen to diffuse long distances within
the tissue, the circulatory system forms a dense array of minute vessels, often referred to
as the microcirculation. These vessels ensure that the distances between oxygen
consuming mitochondria and the nearest blood vessels are short and provide a large
surface area for the exchange of oxygen and other materials.
The diffusive transport of oxygen from blood to tissue has been an area of active
research for more than 80 years. In 1919, August Krogh (49), in collaboration with the
mathematician, K. Erlang, made a quantitative analysis of oxygen diffusion from blood to
tissue. The main assumption of the Krogh model is that each capillary can be considered
the sole supplier of oxygen to a cylindrical region of tissue surrounding the capillary.
This assumption is based on the observation that capillaries in skeletal muscle generally
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run parallel to muscle fibers, and are fairly evenly distributed in the muscle cross-section.
Additional simplifying assumptions allow for the calculation of a radial profile of POj
within the tissue for a given convective oxygen supply. Predictions of tissue POj as a
function of consumption rate and of maximal consumption rates that can be sustained
without tissue hypoxia can then be made. Since the time of Rrogh (49), numerous
theoretical analyses have been used to study oxygen transport and its limitations (see
Popel (60) and Middleman (55) for reviews).
During the past several decades, experimental studies of the spatial distribution of
PO2 in skeletal muscle have provided further insight into oxygen transport within the
muscle tissue. In one such study, as described by Gayeski and Honig (28), the dog
gracilis muscle is surgically isolated and perfused, and stimulated to achieve steady state
twitch contraction. The muscle is then rapidly frozen and fractured into blocks for
microscopic observation. Myoglobin saturation is measured at specific locations on the
fractured surface, and Po, values are deduced according to the oxymyoglobin
dissociation curve. The striking finding of Gayeski and Honig (28) was that POj is
generally in the range of 1-3 mniHg throughout the cross-section of a myocyte during
maximal exercise, with variations of only 1-2 mmHg from one location to another. In
subsequent studies, Voter and Gayeski (91) showed that the sampling region of the
earlier studies was larger than assumed by Gayeski and Honig (28), implying that the
oxygen gradients may be larger than originally estimated. However, these studies
supported the previous conclusion that oxygen gradients are shallow with low PO2
throughout the tissue during maximal exercise. Gayeski and Honig (28) argued that the
low measured POj values in myocytes during maximal exercise are the result of a
relatively large resistance to oxygen transport between the interior of red blood cells and
the boundary of the myocytes. The ability of oxygen to diffuse throughout a myocyte.
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despite the low observed gradients, was attributed to myoglobin-facilitated diffusion.
Richardson and colleagues (73) came to a similar conclusion, that resistance to diffusion
within the microvessels and myoglobin-facilitated diffusion within the tissue are both
important in determining the rate at which oxygen can be supplied to exercising muscle
tissue, based on data from intact human quadriceps muscle obtained using proton
magnetic spectroscopy.
Tn addition to experimental work at the microvascular level, studies at the
macroscopic level, e.g. during whole body cycling or knee extensor exercise, have
provided insight into oxygen transport in skeletal muscle. Many of these studies have
focused on the factors that determine maximal oxygen consumption rates
defined as the rate of oxygen consumption beyond which additional energy demand must
be met from anaerobic sources. In 1924. Hill et al. (35) speculated that

is limited

by the rate at which the cardiorespiratory system can supply oxygen to the tissue. Since
that time, it has been shown repeatedly that an increase in oxygen delivery, during either
whole body or knee extensor exercise, increases

in fit subjects, supporting the

theory that maximal oxygen consumption is primarily determined not by the ability of
mitochondria consume oxygen but by the supply of oxygen to the mitochondria
(1;3;19;47;52;58;61;73;75;96). Additional support for the idea that

is supply

limited comes from studies that show that the respiratory capacity of mitochondrial
enzymes is not fully exploited during maximal exercise (70;94). Today, the majority of
available experimental data support the view that

is limited by oxygen deliver}'

and not by the oxygen consumption capacity of the muscle mitochondria. However,
debate still exists as to which steps in the oxygen transport chain are most important. Of
particular interest is the relative importance of convective and diffusive oxygen supply to
overall supply limitations.
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In a series of studies, Wagner and colleagues examined the determinants of V0,„„,^
in skeletal muscle, and developed a simple, integrated view of the roles of convective and
diffusive transport in determining

In this view (92), oxygen consumption, VOj, is

represented by two separate equations:
VO, = Q |CA - C,0,]

(1.1)

and
V02=D02[P,0,-Pmu02l

(1.2)

In Equation 1.1, which expresses oxygen consumption in terms of convective oxygen
supply to the tissue, consumption is calculated as the product of blood flow, Q, and the
difference in oxygen content of arterial and venous blood, C.O2 andCyOj. Equation 1.2
represents oxygen consumption in terms of dilTusive transport from blood to tissue.
Several simplifying assumptions are inherent in this equation. For example, capillary Po,
is represented by muscle venous PO,, P.O,, and tissue PO, by a single value P^^Pj'
denoting the mitochondrial PO, value. The process of oxygen diffusion from blood to
tissue is characterized by a single parameter, DO,, the effective diffusion conductance for
oxygen.
At VOjmax' PmkOa is small and may be set to zero. For a given rate of muscle
perfusion, the relationship between C.Oj and P^.O, is non-linear, due to non-linearity in
the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve, but, in the range of interest in Wagner's analysis,
this relationship can be approximated as a linear function. With these assumptions,
Equations 1.1 and 1.2 can be represented graphically as shown in Figure 1.1. The line
with negative slope reflects the decline in net oxygen delivery with increasing venous
POj. Since the amount of oxygen consumed cannot exceed the amount of oxygen
supplied to the tissue by convection, this line corresponds to an upper bound on oxygen
consumption. The line with positive slope represents the increase in diffusive transport
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with increasing capillary POj. Wagner assumed that oxygen consumption within the
tissue cannot continue beyond the point at which tissue becomes hypoxic due to diffusive
limitations, and therefore this line also represents an upper bound on oxygen
consumption. The point of intersection then determines V02^ax-

Vo.2max

DO2 X P^O;

arterial Po
Muscle venous PO2 (P^Oi)

Figure 1.1: Oxygen uptake and muscle venous PO,. as conceptualized
by Wagner (92).

This analysis shows conceptually how convective and diffusive components of
oxygen delivery together determine VOj^ax- Yet despite its conceptual value, this
analysis makes several simplifying assumptions and has limited use for making
quantitative predictions. For example, measurements of tissue PO2 at the microvascular
level have yielded very low values (28;73), raising the possibility that during maximal
exercise tissue oxygen consumption can be increased beyond the point at which regions
of tissue become hypoxic. Furthermore, the parameter DO2 is a phenomenological
constant, which is not deduced from the intrinsic properties of the muscle, such as
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capillary density, and depends on several other parameters. Estimation of DOj requires
consideration of the oxygen transport process from blood to tissue and of the architecture
of the microcirculation. Recognizing the difficulties associated with determining DOj,
Tenney (89) concluded an editorial review of the paper by Schaffartzik et al. (83) as
follows:
"The challenge to explain mechanistically the phenomena of diffusion at each
stage as oxygen flows from the hemoglohin to mitochondria remains."

Previous work, both experimental and theoretical, has shown that oxygen delivery
to the tissue plays an important role in determining

yet several issues, such as the

relative importance of convective vs. diffusive delivery and of intravascular vs.
extravascular diffusive limitations, remain unresolved. Clearly, limitations of Vo^n^,^
cannot be fully understood without first understanding oxygen transport at the
microvascular level. The spatial distribution of POj can be studied at the single capillary
level in resting muscle (22), but such techniques require a highly stable preparation and
cannot be used in actively contracting muscle. Currently available experimental methods
that are applicable to active muscle allow for measurement of the spatial distribution of
Po, within the tissue, but these measurements represent averages over large volumes of
tissue which may contain multiple capillaries. These methods cannot give reliable
measurements of FOj within the capillary or within short distances of the capillary during
exercise. At present, theoretical models represent the only available method to estimate
the spatial gradients of PO, around capillaries in strongly contracting muscle.
In the work presented here, we develop a Krogh-type theoretical model based on
oxygen transport processes occurring at the microvascular level. The effects of
intravascular resistance to oxygen diffusion, the decline of oxygen content in blood
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flowing through capillaries, the dependence of oxygen consumption on tissue POj, and
myoglobin-facilitated diffusion are included in the model. Previous studies (82) have
explored the relationship between oxygen transport at the capillary level and Vo,,,,,,,.
However, no theoretical results including all the factors considered here have previously
been compared with experimentally determined oxygen consumption rates. The model is
used to investigate the roles played by oxygen demand, convective oxygen supply
limitation, and diffusive limitation in determining VOj^ax in exercising skeletal muscle.
Oxygen consumption rates in maximally working skeletal muscle under normal
physiological conditions are predicted using the model (Chapter 2), as well as changes in
oxygen consumption due to hypoxic breathing conditions, such as high altitude (Chapter
4). The model is used to estimate the minimum number of straight, evenly spaced
capillaries per unit muscle cross-section area required to achieve observed oxygen
consumption rates, based on measurements of muscle oxygen consumption, arterial POj
and muscle blood flow made at VOj^ax during whole body cycling or knee extensor
exercise (Chapter 3).
In each chapter, quantitative comparisons are made between model results and
experimental observations. These comparisons have revealed discrepancies that have
lead to careful scrutiny of model assumptions and, in some cases, re-interpretation of
previous experimental results. Overall, this study creates a framework for comparing,
reconciling, and synthesizing results obtained from decades of research at the
microvascular, whole muscle, and whole body levels, and provides improved
understanding of oxygen transport in exercising skeletal muscle and the factors that
determine

CHAPTER 2; A THEORETICAL MODEL FOR OXYGEN TRANSPORT IN
SKELETAL MUSCLE UNDER CONDITIONS OF HIGH OXYGEN DEMAND

(Previously published in Journal of Applied Physiology, volume 91, 200L)

INTRODUCTION
Oxygen transport from blood into tissue occurs by passive diffusion. The
maximum distance that oxygen can diffuse from a blood microvessel into surrounding
tissue decreases with increasing oxygen consumption rate, and is a few tens of

in

tissues with high oxygen demand, such as heavily working skeletal muscle. For a tissue
with a given capillary density, the diffusion of oxygen to the mitochondria where it is
consumed is one of the factors limiting the maximal rate of oxygen consumption
(VOjmax)- Observations of maximally working single muscles in humans have shown a
substantial oxygen saturation in the venous blood, in the range 15-30% (2;71;74;81),
showing that oxygen extraction is incomplete, reflecting diffusive limitation of oxygen
transport (92). More complete extraction of the oxygen available in the blood would
result in very low values for the partial pressure of oxygen (PO,) at the venous end of
capillaries, which would not provide a sufficient POj gradient for oxygen diffusion.
Clearly, both convective and diffusive limitations of oxygen transport are important in
determining Vo,,,,,,.
At the microvascular level, the distribution of POj in tissue surrounding
microvessels in heavily working muscle has been debated. In the original Krogh model
(49), for example, it was assumed that the decline in POj occurs mainly in the tissue.
However, studies of dog gracilis muscle at maximal oxygen consumption (28;73) showed
low values and small gradients of Po, throughout most of the tissue. The results were
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attributed to effects of the particulate nature of blood on oxygen transport within
capillaries and to the facilitation of oxygen transport by myoglobin. Richardson et al.
(73) used magnetic resonance spectroscopy to measure average myoglobin saturation in
exercising human skeletal muscle and concluded that average tissue PO2 is low during
maximal exercise. These studies suggested that POj declines steeply in the radial
direction inside capillaries and within the first few microns outside capillaries, with small
gradients in the bulk of the tissue.
Since the classical work of August Krogh (49), many investigations of oxygen
transport to skeletal muscle have used theoretical models (60). Krogh's model is based
on the following assumptions: each capillary is the sole oxygen supply for a surrounding
cylindrical region of tissue; the Po, at the vessel wall is assumed to equal that of the
blood; the decline of PO, along a capillary is neglected; oxygen diffuses radially from the
capillar}'; and consumption is uniform in the tissue. In subsequent models (55), several
of these assumptions were relaxed. For example, Blum (8) included axial decline in
blood PO, and considered both constant and linear oxygen uptake kinetics. The
importance of intravascular resistance to oxygen transport from blood to tissue was
shown by Heliums (31) and Heliums et al. (32). Theoretical estimates of the minimum
PO2 required to achieve complete tissue oxygenation at maximal consumption in a variety
of muscles and species were obtained by Roy and Popel (82).
Federspiel (23) developed a two-dimensional model of oxygen delivery to a
muscle fiber with a prescribed distribution of POj at its surface. Groebe and Thews (29)
considered a single cylindrical muscle fiber with several adjacent capillaries in an effort
to evaluate the effects of model geometry on predicted PO, profiles in heavily working
muscle. Both studies predicted relatively shallow gradients of POj within muscle fibers,
as observed by Gayeski and Honig (28). Secomb and Hsu (86) computed the POj at each
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point in a finite tissue domain, taking into account the effects of all microvessels within
the domain. Their model showed that POj levels in capillaries in resting skeletal muscle
can be strongly influenced by oxygen diffusion from arterioles at distances of 100 jtim or
more. As oxygen consumption rate increases, such relatively long-range effects become
less important, and when consumption is very high, the assumption of the Krogh model,
that each point in the tissue receives oxygen only from the nearest capillary, becomes
increasingly justified. Under such conditions, the use of a model based on the Krogh
cylinder concept is appropriate.
In this chapter, we develop a theoretical model for oxygen transport from
capillaries to exercising skeletal muscle based on a consideration of transport processes
occurring at the microvascular level, and use it to predict oxygen consumption rates in
maximally working skeletal muscle. A wide range of oxygen demand is considered,
including conditions of high oxygen demand in which a significant fraction of the tissue
becomes hypoxic (POj < 1 mmHg). None of the previous models cited above has
analyzed the dependence of oxygen consumption on demand under such conditions.
Oxygen consumption is assumed to depend on POj according to Michaelis-Menten
kinetics, and results are compared with those obtained assuming zero-order consumption
kinetics. Non-uniform oxygen consumption due to mitochondrial clustering around the
capillary is considered. Effects of the decline of oxygen content in blood flowing
through capillaries, intravascular resistance to oxygen diffusion, and myoglobinfacilitated diffusion are included. As in the Krogh cylinder model, the capillaries are
assumed to be parallel and evenly spaced, so that each capillary supplies oxygen to a
surrounding uniform cylindrical region of tissue. A range of capillary densities is
considered.
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This model is used to investigate the roles played by oxygen demand, perfusion
limitation and diffusion limitation in determining V02n,ax of skeletal muscle. Profiles of
PO2 in the tissue surrounding the capillary are determined and are compared with
measurements of tissue PO, in maximally stimulated skeletal muscle. The overall
average oxygen consumption rate as a function of demand is calculated and compared
with experimental VOj^ax values in human skeletal muscle. Previous studies (82) have
explored the relationship between oxygen transport at the capillary level and
However, no theoretical results including all the factors considered here have previously
been compared with experimentally determined oxygen consumption rates. The results
are used to test the hypothesis that oxygen consumption rates in maximally stimulated
skeletal muscle can be predicted based on observed values of capillary density, blood
perfusion, and oxygen transport parameters in blood and in tissue.

METHODS
Governing equations
The tissue is represented as an array of uniformly spaced cylinders, each of which
is assumed to be supplied with oxygen exclusively from a capillary along its axis, as
illustrated below in Figure 2.1. Oxygen diffusion in the axial direction is neglected,
based on the fact that the PO2 gradients are much steeper in the radial direction than in the
axial direction. At the capillary level, blood flow is nearly steady, rather than pulsatile
and therefore the assumption is made that the system is at steady state. Combining these
assumptions with Pick's Law of Diffusion and conservation of mass, and applying the
cylindrical geometry of the Krogh model leads to the following equation for oxygen
diffusion within muscle tissue;
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K

'l d ( dP]
/ • - - = M(P),
r dr V dr J

(2.1)

where P is the partial pressure of oxygen at a radial distance of r within the tissue
cylinder, K (the Krogh diffusion coefficient) is the product of the diffusivity and
solubility of oxygen in tissue, and M(F) is the oxygen consumption rate per unit volume
of the tissue cylinder.

flow direction

Figure 2.1: The geometry of the Krogh-type cylinder model.
Inner cylinder represents the capillary. Outer cylinder corresponds
to tissue cylinder. Shaded area: example of hypoxic region under
conditions of high demand.

The classic Krogh model makes several additional simplifying assumptions which
allow for an analytical solution to Equation 2.1. Resistance to oxygen diffusion within
the capillary is neglected and the partial pressure of oxygen at the capillary wall is
assumed equal to the average partial pressure of oxygen within the blood, P^. This leads
to the following boundary condition at the capillary wall:
P{K) = P„

(2.2)

Since the tissue cylinders are assumed identical, no oxygen is exchanged across the outer
cylinder boundaries. This gives rise to the following no-flux boundary condition at the
outer edge of the tissue cylinder, r = /?,,
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dr a,

= 0.

(2.3)

Krogh assumed constant oxygen consumption, M { P ) = M g , throughout the tissue cylinder.
With constant consumption, Equation 2.1 with boundary conditions given by Equations
2.2 and 2.3 yields the follovi^ing analytical solution:
2

r

(2.4)

\.^c J
This solution was first derived by mathematician K. Erlang, a colleague of Krogh (49).
As with Krogh's original model, the model presented here assumes that each
capillary provides the sole oxygen supply to a cylindrical region of tissue centered on the
capillary and is governed by Equation 2.1. However, several of the original assumptions
of the Krogh model have been modified to more accurately represent human skeletal
muscle during maximal exercise. The Krogh cylinder approximation is justified under
conditions of very high oxygen demand, as described in the discussion section of this
chapter and in detail in Appendix A.
Our model, unlike Krogh's original model, accounts for the dependence of
oxygen consumption on the amount of oxygen present. At high PO, levels, oxygen is not
limiting and consumption equals demand, but as tissue PO3 approaches zero, there is
insufficient oxygen present to fully meet the demand and oxygen consumption decreases.
Here, oxygen consumption is assumed to obey Michaelis-Menten kinetics, represented as
^

M{P) = M
where

7^

\

> rP r
+ rg
P y
^

(2.5)

is the oxygen demand, i.e., the consumption when the oxygen supply is not

limiting, and Pg is the Po, at which consumption is half of the demand. For comparison.
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calculations are carried out using zero-order consumption kinetics, M = M q when F > 0
and M = 0 when P = 0.
Heliums (31) and Heliums et al. (32) have shown that resistance to oxygen
diffusion within the blood vessel is an important component of oxygen transport from
blood to tissue. Accordingly, our model accounts for resistance to oxygen diffusion
within the capillary. At the blood-tissue interface, both POj and oxygen flux must be
continuous. Due to intravascular resistance to oxygen diffusion, the POj at the bloodtissue interface may be less than the average POj within the blood. The effect of
intravascular resistance on oxygen flux into the tissue can be represented approximately
by q = M,(Pf, - /'(/?, )) where q is the rate of oxygen diffusion from the capillary per unit
length, M, is a mass transfer coefficient, P,, is the average partial pressure of oxygen
within the blood, and P{R^) is the partial pressure of oxygen at the capillary wall, r =
as described previously by Heliums, et al. (32). Equating this to the diffusive flux into
the tissue gives the following boundary condition at the capillary wall:
(2.6)

The capillary walls are considered to be part of the tissue region. As in the original
Krogh model, all tissue cylinders are identical, and therefore a no flux boundary
condition, as represented by Equation 2.3, is used at the outer boundary of the tissue
cylinder.
The effects of myoglobin-facilitated diffusion have been included in the model to
investigate the extent to which this facilitated diffusion affects oxygen transport in the
tissue. This is done mathematically by defining the myoglobin-facilitated Po, (26) as
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r=P + {D^,CMK)S^,{P\
where

(2.7)

is the diffusion coefficient for myoglobin, Cf^i, is the total concentration of

myoglobin,

is its oxygen saturation and V,„ is the molar volume, and by replacing

P with P* where it refers to tissue PO2, i.e., in Equations 2.1 and 2.3 and the left-hand side
of Equation 2.6.
Clustering of mitochondria around capillaries has been observed (38). Since
oxygen consumption takes place almost entirely within the mitochondria, such clustering
would lead to increased oxygen demand where the mitochondria are dense and very lowdemand where they are sparse. In this chapter, mitochondrial clustering is represented in
the model as increased oxygen demand with Michaelis-Menten kinetics in an inner
cylindrical region around the capillary and no oxygen consumption in the outer region.
To show the effects of clustering independent of changes in overall demand, the average
demand in the entire cylinder is held at a fixed level in these calculations. The effects of
mitochondrial clustering are not considered in later chapters.
As blood flows along the capillary, oxygen is extracted and the average POj in the
blood declines. This axial decline in the oxygen content of the blood is included in the
model. Conservation of mass dictates that the decline of convective oxygen flux must
equal the rate q at which oxygen diffuses out of the capillary per unit length, i.e..

(2.8)

where Q is blood flow rate and z is distance along the capillary. The oxygen content of
blood is given by
C — Cjj Sfji,{P j,) + aPI,,

(2.9)

where Q is the carrying capacity of blood at 100% saturation, S^,,(P,,) is oxyhemoglobin
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saturation, and a is the solubility of oxygen in plasma. In each chapter, the
oxyhemoglobin saturation is described using the Hill equation (60)
[PJP.S

where P^o is the PO2 at which hemoglobin is 50% saturated and n is a constant. The Hill
equation is a good approximation for hemoglobin saturation levels ranging from 20-80%,
except in cases of extremely rapid unloading of oxygen by red blood cells. The red cell
transit times assumed here, 0.14 - 0.31 s"', are approximately ten times larger than the
time constant for oxyhemoglobin dissociation (104), and so the Hill equation is
appropriate for saturations between 20-80%. In cases where saturations are likely to fall
outside of this range (Chapters 3 and 4), additional calculations are carried out using an
alternative representation for the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve (Easton fit) valid for
saturations ranging from 0-95% (9).

Parameter values
Parameter values relating to oxygen transport in blood and tissue are chosen to
represent human skeletal muscle under physiological conditions and are summarized in
Table 2.1. Table 2.2 gives specific parameter values used in Chapter 2, unless otherwise
specified. At high flow rates, such as assumed here, the decline in PO^ in arterioles is
small (86), and the Po, entering the capillar)' is therefore assumed to equal that of the
arterial blood. In this chapter, it is assumed that

= 100 mmHg when z = 0.

Experimentally determined values for the Krogh diffusion coefficient in skeletal muscle
range from 5 xlO""' to 10 xlO '" (cmVs)(cm'02/cmVmmHg). Here, K = 9.4 xlO
(cm"/s)(cm-^02/cmVmmHg) is assumed (4). To model the effects of myoglobin, the
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following parameter values are assumed:
mol/cm^ (54);

= 1.73 x 10'^ cmVs (42); Q//, = 3.83 x 10'^

= 2.24 x lO'^ cm\ The oxygen-myoglobin saturation

represented by a Michaelis-Menten equation, with half-saturation at a POj of

= 3.2

mmHg (73).
The oxygen content of blood depends on the oxyhemoglobin saturation and the
oxygen carrying capacity of the blood at full saturation. Parameter values relating to
blood oxygen content include n = 2.7, where n is the exponent in the Hill equation, and
Cg = 1.39 x Cfjf,, where C/,,, is the concentration of hemoglobin. In this chapter, C,„, is
assumed equal to 14.39 g/dL, giving Q = 0.2 cm^Oj/cm' blood (60). The PO, at which
hemoglobin is 50% saturated, P^q, indicates hemoglobin's oxygen affinity. Under
standard conditions,

is approximately 26 mmHg for human blood (60). Numerous

studies have shown that P,,, increases during exercise, causing a "right shift" of the
oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve, thereby enhancing oxygen unloading. Endurance
training has also been shown to cause an increase in P^q in trained muscle. Thomson et
al. (90) observed a P^q of 38.8 mmHg in habitually active but not endurance trained
subjects during exercise. In this chapter, a standard value of P,,, = 26 mmHg is assumed,
and the effects of a right shift are examined by assuming that Pj,, increases linearly with
distance traveled, from 26 mmHg at the capillary entrance to 39 mmHg at the venous end
of the capillar}'. If Pjg = 26 mmHg and the solubility of oxygen in plasma, a, is 3 xlO'^
cm'Oj/cnrVmmHg, the amount of free dissolved oxygen is less than 2% of the total
amount of oxygen in the blood when PO, is between 15 and 100 mmHg. Therefore, in
this chapter only hemoglobin-bound oxygen is considered, i.e. a is assumed to equal
zero.
Oxygen demand Mq can vary over a wide range in skeletal muscle. Experiments
based on mitochondrial enzyme turnover imply that M„ = 40 cm^Oj/l OOcnvVmin in a

maximally working muscle (7), but observed consumption rates (71) imply higher values.
To show the effects of demand on consumption, a range of

values are considered.

The dependence of oxygen consumption on POj is not precisely known. Here, MichaelisMenten kinetics are assumed, with half-maximal consumption at a PO2 of

= 1 mmHg.

This value is in the range indicated by experimental studies (13;76). To assess the
sensitivity of the results to the Michaelis-Menten form of oxygen uptake kinetics and the
value chosen for Pg, calculations were carried out using zero-order kinetics, which
corresponds to the limiting case of Michaelis-Menten kinetics when

- 0. To model

possible effects of mitochondrial clustering around capillaries, calculations were carried
with an oxygen demand of 80 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin in a cylindrical region around the
capillary representing half of the total tissue volume, and zero outside this region, so that
the average demand within the tissue cylinder is equal to 40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin.
In mammalian skeletal muscle, typical capillary diameters are in the range of 4 to
8 fim. Here, a diameter of 5 jLtm is assumed, so R^. = 2.5 fim. The tissue cylinder radius,
R„ is determined from the capillary density N, where N = l/{% Rf). In this chapter R, is
based on a capillary density in human skeletal muscle tissue of 468 capillaries/mm^ (14).
The Krogh tissue cylinder radius that gives the same capillary density is R, = 26 jxm.
However, the training levels of the subjects has been shown to have a significant effect
on capillary density. In order to compare model results with experimental

values,

we consider a range of capillary densities from 468 to 1000 capillaries/mm". An even
wider range, 459 - 1468 capillaries/mm^, is considered in later chapters. Capillary
lengths, L, and average flow velocities, V, have not been determined in exercising human
skeletal muscle. However, the model results depend only on their ratio, as shown by
Equation 2.8 which is unchanged if z and Q are altered by the same factor. The ratio V/L
may be estimated from the perfusion rate = (n R^ V )/(n /?/ L). Perfusion is determined

from given leg blood flow data by dividing by the mass of active muscle. For example,
Andersen and Saltin (2) reported an average blood flow value for the human quadriceps
femoris muscle of 5.7 1/min and an average active muscle weight of 2.3 kg, which yields
a perfusion rate of 0.041 cm^ blood/cmVs. For an assumed capillary density value of 468
capillaries/mm^ and

= 2.5 jim, this gives V/L = 4.5

For purposes of illustration we

choose L = 0.5 mm and V = 2.25 mm/s, which are in the range of observed values in
mammalian skeletal muscle.
Intravascular resistance to oxygen diffusion depends on the mass transfer
coefficient, which is given by M, = nK^,i Sh, where

is the Krogh diffusion coefficient

in plasma and Sh is the Sherwood number, a non-dimensional constant that depends on
the oxygen transport process occurring within the vessel and reflects the particulate
nature of blood. Heliums et al. (32) compiled theoretical and experimental data showing
the dependence of Sh on vessel diameter. For a diameter of 5 jum, Sherwood numbers
ranging from 1.5 to 3 are consistent with available data. Here, Sh = 2.5 is assumed,
except where noted, and Kpi = 8.3 x 10"'" (cmVs)(cm^ Oj/cmVmmHg) (32), giving M,=
6.52 X10 ' (cm7s)(cm'02/cm^/mmHg).
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Table 2.1; Summary of parameter values used in model.
Blood Parameters

Value

Pf,

Average blood PO2 at capillary

40.4 - 124.9 mmHg

P50

Half-maximal hemoglobin
saturation

26 - 39 mmHg

n

Hill equation exponent

2.7

Hemoglobin concentration

13.4-15.9 g/dL

Sh

Sherwood number

1.5 - ->

(32)

K.pi

Krogh diffusion constant in plasma

8.3 xlO "'
(cmYs)(cm'02/cmVmmHg)

(31)

a

Solubility of oxygen in plasma

0, 3 xlO '
cm^O,/cmVmmHg

(60)

Chi

,

Reference

(60;90)

(60)

Tissue Parameters
Q

Leg blood flow

4.98 -10.7 L/min

K

Krogh diffusion constant in tissue

9.4x10"'
(cm7s)(cm^Oj/cmVmmHg)

Mn

Oxygen demand

0 - 120 cm'Oj/lOO cm Vmin

Half-maximal oxygen
consumption

1 mmHg

D.Mb

Myoglobin diffusion coefficient

1.73 xlO ' cm'/s

(42)

QMb

Concentration of myoglobin

0, 3.83 X 10"' mol/cm'

(54)

Half-maximal myoglobin
saturation

3.2 mmHg

(73)

Capillar}' density

459 - 1468 capillaries/mm^

50Mb

N

Geometric Parameters
/?,,

Capillar}' radius

2.5 jtxm

L

Capillary length

0.5 mm

(4)

(13;76)
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Table 2.2: Values of model parameters used in Chapter 2, unless otherwise noted.
Parameter

Value

Reference

Average blood PO2 at capillary
entrance

100 mmHg

Hemoglobin concentration

14.39 g/dL

(60)

Sherwood number

2.5

(32)

Solubility of oxygen in plasma

0

Leg perfusion

2.5 L/kg/min

Oxygen demand

40 cnr^OVlOO cmVmin

Capillary density

468 capillaries/mm^

(2)

(14)

Numerical procedures
The capillary is discretized into 100 points along its length. At each point.
Equation 2.1, with boundary conditions given by Equations 2. 3 and 2.6, is solved
numerically to determine the radial profile of Po,. The total consumption per unit length
is found by numerically integrating the consumption per unit volume over the cross
section of the tissue cylinder, i.e.,

q = I ' M(P) Inrdr .

(2.11)

The decline in blood oxygen content to the next nodal point is then computed using
Equation 2.11 and the corresponding

at that point is obtained by solving Equation 2.9,

representing the oxygen content of blood, for P^. This procedure is repeated along the
length of the capillary. For each value of Mq, the consumption rate averaged over the
entire tissue cylinder, M{P), is computed.' In hypoxic regions consumption falls below
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demand according to Michaelis-Menten consumption kinetics, so average consumption
may be less than Mq .

RESULTS
Figure 2.2 shows the predicted variation of Po, with position in the tissue
cylinder, including effects of intravascular resistance and myoglobin-facilitated diffusion.
The decline in the average blood PO2 as it flows down the length of the capillary is shown
in Figure 2.2 A. Radial POj profiles at three distances along the capillary are shown in
Figure 2.2 B. At each location along the cylinder, POj declines with increasing distance
from the capillary. The POj in the tissue adjacent to the capillary is substantially lower
than the mean PO2 within the capillary, as a result of intravascular resistance to radial
oxygen transport. In reality, intracapillary POj is continuous with the tissue Po,, but
varies with both position and time as red cells traverse the capillary. For simplicity, only
the average intracapillary level is shown in Figure 2.2 B. At the upstream end of the
capillary (z = 0), the PO, remains relatively high throughout the tissue, dropping from
78.9 mmHg at the capillary wall to 35.5 mmHg at the outer boundary of the cylinder.
However, POj declines rapidly with distance along the capillary. At the midpoint (z =
L/2), the mean intravascular PO, is 34.7 mmHg, and the tissue POj drops to 0.5 mmHg at
the outer edge of the cylinder. At this point, much of the tissue is hypoxic, leading to a
reduced rate of oxygen consumption, according to Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Beyond
this point, intravascular PO, declines more slowly, because less oxygen is being
consumed per unit capillary length.
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Figure 22% A. Decrease in average blood POj, Pb, with distance along
capillary. B. Radial profiles of PO, for Mg = 40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin, at
the upstream end {z = 0), midpoint {z = L/2 = 0.25 mm) and
downstream end (z = L = 0.5 mm) of the tissue cylinder. Short
horizontal lines represent PO2 corresponding to mean oxygen content in
the vessel cross-section. Vertical dotted lines show decline in POj
resulting from intravascular resistance to oxygen diffusion.
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Figure 2.3 shows cumulative frequency distributions of tissue POj and myoglobin
saturation, when demand is 40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin. Figure 2.3 A indicates that a large
fraction of tissue has low tissue POj. With 468 capillaries/mm^ and

= 26 mmHg, 37%

of the tissue is hypoxic (PO2 < 1 mmHg) and more than 90% of the tissue has a PO2 less
than 12.5 mmHg. Increasing capillary density to 600 capillaries/mm^ reduces the fraction
of tissue that is hypoxic to 20%. If a right shift in the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve
is considered (by linearly increasing ^50 from 26 mmHg at the arterial end to 39 mmHg at
the venous end of the capillary) in addition to an increased capillary density of 600
capillaries/mnr, 1.4% is the tissue is hypoxic. The corresponding distributions of
myoglobin saturation are shown in Figure 2.3 B, indicating that saturation is fairly evenly
distributed over a wide range.
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Figure 23% Cumulative frequency distributions for Mq = 40
cm^Oj/lOOcm^/min. A: Tissue PO2. B: Myoglobin saturation. Solid
lines represent the standard case with 468 capillaries/mm*. Doited
lines correspond to a capillary density of 600 capillaries/mm^. Dashed
lines correspond to a capillary density of 600 capillaries/mm' and a
right shift of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve (P^,, increasing
linearly from 26 mmHg at the capillary entrance to 39 mmHg at the
downstream end).
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The relationship between oxygen supply, demand and consumption is shown in
Figure 2.4. The rate of convective oxygen supply to the tissue cylinder is 49.2
cm^Oj/lOOcm^/min, and this represents an upper limit to consumption. The demand is
the rate at which oxygen would be consumed if ail the tissue was well oxygenated. At
low levels of demand (Mq < 10 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin), the consumption is equal to the
demand, but at higher levels, consumption falls short of demand. The limited ability of
oxygen to diffuse into the tissue restricts the consumption that is achieved. The effect of
varying the intravascular resistance is also shown in Figure 2.4. Predicted consumption
decreases with increasing intravascular resistance, i.e., with decreasing Sh. The limit Sh
- oo corresponds to the case of no intravascular resistance. In the absence of intravascular
resistance to oxygen diffusion, a demand of 40 cm-^OV1(XkmVmin results in a predicted
consumption rate of 30.3 cm'O/l (K)cnrVmin. Inclusion of the effects of intravascular
resistance to oxygen transport further reduces the predicted rate of consumption. For
example, when the demand is 40 cm^Oj/l OOcmVmin, the predicted consumption is 24.7
cm^Oj/1OOcnrVmin, for the standard value of intravascular resistance (Sh = 2.5).
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Figure 2.4: Variation of oxygen consumption with demand. Straight
horizontal line: convective oxygen supply. Straight line through origin:
oxygen demand. Dashed curve: predicted consumption with no
intravascular resistance (Sh - <»). Solid curves; predicted consumption
including effects of intravascular resistance, for indicated values of
Sherwood number, Sh. Standard case is Sh = 2.5.

To assess the sensitivity of the results to the assumed Michaelis-Menten oxygen
uptake kinetics, further calculations were carried out assuming local consumption equals
demand until the POj falls to zero (zero-order kinetics). The region of tissue that receives
oxygen is smaller with zero-order kinetics than with Michaelis-Menten, but the
consumption rate is higher. Overall, zero-order kinetics increase oxygen consumption by
2% (from 24.7 to 25.2 cm^02/100cmVmin) relative to Michaelis-Menten kinetics when
Mq = 40 cm^Oj/lOOcm^/min.
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The diffusive resistance to oxygen transport depends on the capillary density, N.
For a given level of oxygen demand, increasing capillary density decreases the amount of
oxygen that each capillary must deliver, and so a smaller PO2 gradient is needed to
produce the necessary flux. Furthermore, higher capillary density corresponds to a
smaller tissue cylinder radius,

and therefore a shorter distance over which oxygen

must diffuse. Consequently, predicted oxygen consumption increases substantially with
increasing capillary density, as shown in Figure 2.5. Increasing N from 468 to 800
capillaries/mm' increases predicted consumption by 33%, to 32.8 cm'071OOcm^/min
when Mq = 40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin.
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Figure 2.5: Variation of oxygen consumption with demand, showing
effect of varying capillary density (N). Standard case is N =• 468.
As described in Chapter 1, a conceptual model has previously been proposed by
Wagner (92) in which Vo,^.^ is determined by the condition that the PO2 at the venous
end of each capillary equals the minimum POj required for complete oxygenation of the
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adjacent tissue. This concept is further explored in Figure 2.6, which shows the variation
of predicted mean intravascular PO2 at the venous end of capillaries with oxygen
consumption rate (solid line). Since the perfusion rate is assumed to be fixed, venous PO2
drops with increasing consumption rate. The shape of this curve is dictated by
conservation of mass, and does not depend on the distribution of tissue FOj. The
predicted consumption that can be achieved when demand is 40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin
corresponds to a venous POj of 25.5 mmHg (or 24.2 mmHg if mitochondrial clustering is
assumed). The dashed curve in Figure 2.6 shows the minimum blood POj that is required
to supply oxygen to the outer boundary of the tissue cylinder ® = R,) assuming a unifonn
consumption rate. The intersection of the two curves represents the point at which the
blood PC), at the downstream end of the capillary is equal to the minimum POj required to
meet oxygen demand. This implies that the maximum consumption rate that could be
achieved assuming a uniform consumption rate with no hypoxia throughout the tissue
cylinder is 19.0 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin. According to the present model, significantly higher
overall consumption rates can be achieved if demand is increased and a portion of the
tissue is permitted to become hypoxic.
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Figure 2.6: Variation of venous PO, with oxygen consumption rate.
Solid curve and symbols: model predictions; (• ) A/„ = 40
cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin; (•) with clustering; (•) M„ = 80
cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin. Dashed curve: Intravascular POj required to
ensure POj > 0 at outer boundary of tissue cylinder, assuming uniform
consumption throughout the cylinder.

In Figure 2.7, predicted rates of oxygen consumption, under several different sets
of assumptions, are compared with experimentally measured VOj^ax values.
Experimental results are indicated by solid bars, and the other bars represent theoretical
predictions. For each, the shaded region shows consumption when Mq = 40
cm'07100cm Vmin, the striped region shows the additional consumption when
mitochondrial clustering near the capillary is assumed, and the white region shows the
additional consumption when Mg is increased to 80 cm'Oj/100cmVmin throughout the
tissue. The leftmost bars correspond to the case in which effects of intravascular
resistance and myoglobin-facilitated diffusion are neglected. Subsequent bars show the
cumulative results of successively including intravascular resistance, myoglobin-
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facilitated diffusion, a right shift in the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve (P50 increasing
linearly from 26 mmHg at the entrance to 39 mmHg at the venous end of the capillary),
and increased capillary density (as discussed below).
The predictions shown in Figure 2.7 A correspond to the results of Andersen and
Saltin (2) for the human quadriceps muscle, with a perfusion rate of 0.041 cm^
blood/cmVs, corresponding to an oxygen supply of 49.2 cm^O,/!OOcmVmin. The third
bar (+Myo) in Figure 2.7 A, including effects of intravascular resistance and myoglobinfacilitated diffusion, corresponds to the standard case shown in Figures 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5.
Inclusion of intravascular resistance reduces predicted consumption significantly, from
29.9 to 24.3 cm 'Oj/1OOcmVmin when oxygen demand, Mg = 40 cm^Oj/100cmVmin
(Model and +IVR bars). Myoglobin-facilitated diffusion leads to only a small (<2%)
increase in consumption to 24.7 cm'Oj/1OOcmVmin for M,-, = 40 cm^Oj/l OOcmVmin
(+Myo bar). This level of consumption is substantially lower than the reported
value of 35.0 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin (2). A right shift in the oxyhemoglobin dissociation
curve (+RS bar) increases consumption by almost 14%. Predicted consumption with Mq
= 80 cm-^Oj/1OOcmVmin is then 13% less than the observed VOjn,^. To obtain
consumption levels close to the observed

a higher capillary density than 468

capillaries/mm" must be assumed. For example, increasing capillary density to 600
capillaries/mm^ (+HD bar) leads to predicted consumption rates of 32.1
cnr'Oj/1OOcm Vmi n for Mq = 40 cm^Oj/l OOcmVmin, 33.8 cm^O,/1 OOcmVmin with
mitochondrial clustering, and 38.8 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin when Mq = 80 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin,
which are close to the observed level of 35.0 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin (2).
In the study by Richardson et al. (71), the perfusion in the quadriceps muscle was
0.0642 cm^ blood/cmVs, corresponding to an oxygen supply of 75.7 cm'Oj/lOOcmVmin.
Predictions for this higher perfusion level are shown in Figure 2.7 B. Relative to Figure
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2.7 A, oxygen supply is increased by about 54%, but the increase in consumption is less,
about 12% for the case including effects of intravascular resistance and myoglobin (gray
+Myo bar). Inclusion of intravascular resistance, myoglobin-facilitated diffusion and
right shifting the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve lead to similar effects to those seen
in Figure 2.7 A. In this case, even when a right shift is included, the predicted
consumption rates (31.4 cm'Oj/lOOcmVmin when Mq = 40 cm^O,/1OOcnr/min, 33.4
cm-'O,/1OOcmVmin with clustering, and 34.9 cm^OVl OOcm^/min when My = 80
cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin) fall far short of the reported V02„ax, which is 60.2 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin
(71). According to the model, such high oxygen consumption can only be achieved by a
combination of high demand and high capillary density. Clearly, this reported
consumption rate of cannot be achieved with a demand of 40 cm'Oj/lOOcmVmin. If
capillary density is increased from 468 to 1000 capillaries/mm" and a demand of 40
cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin is considered nearly all of the tissue is well-oxygenated and the
predicted consumption, 38.8 cm^OVl OOcnrVmin, nearly equals demand. As seen in the
+HD bar, under these conditions, mitochondrial clustering has practically no effect on
oxygen consumption and predicted consumption still falls well short of the reported
VOjmax value. However, if an increased capillary density is coupled with a demand of 80
cm^O,/1OOcmVmin, the resulting consumption is 57.4 cm'OV1OOcmVmin, close to the
observed
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of experimentally determined
with corresponding consumption rates predicted by the model. A:
Anderson and Saltin (2). B: Richardson et al. (71). Solid bars
(Exp.) show experimental results. Other bars show theoretical
predictions, as follows. Shaded regions: consumption with M„ =
40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin. Striped regions: additional consumption
with mitochondrial clustering. White regions: additional
consumption when Mg = 80 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin. Leftmost bars
show predictions of basic model. Subsequent gray bars show
predictions with successive, cumulative inclusion of other factors:
+ IVR: with intravascular resistance. + Myo: with myoglobinfacilitated diffusion. + RS: with right-shifted oxyhemoglobin
dissociation curve. + HD: with increased capillary density (A: N =
600 capillaries/ram^, B: N=1000 capillaries/mm^). See text for
further explanation.
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DISCUSSION
Factors determining oxygen consumption rate
When oxygen demand is high in skeletal muscle, the rate of oxygen consumption
depends not only on the demand, but also on the rate of convective delivery and on the
diffusive processes occurring within capillaries and the surrounding tissue. The present
analysis shows that all these factors have significant effects on the consumption rate that
is achieved. Clearly, consumption cannot exceed either the demand of the muscle or the
convective supply (Figure 2.4). When demand is low, all tissue has sufficient oxygen,
and predicted consumption equals demand. As demand increases, limitations in oxygen
diffusion, within both the vessel and the tissue, lead to low oxygen levels in the outer
regions of the tissue cylinder, as shown schematically in Figure 2.1. This oxygen
deficiency causes the average consumption within the cylinder to fall below the demand.
Further increases in demand, beyond about 40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin, lead to only slight
increases in consumption (Figure 2.4).
As shown previously by Heliums (31), inclusion of intravascular resistance to
oxygen diffusion significantly lowers the predicted consumption rate (Figure 2.4; Figure
2.7, +IVR). Thus, both intravascular resistance and resistance to diffusion within the
tissue are important factors in determining consumption. With increased capillary
density, the size of each tissue cylinder is reduced, reducing the diffusion resistance.
Furthermore, for a given consumption rate, each capillary has to deliver less oxygen,
reducing the effect of diffusion resistance on oxygen delivery. This leads to marked
increases in predicted consumption (Figure 2.5; Figure 2.7, +HD). At higher capillary
densities, consumption increases with demand beyond 40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin before
leveling off (Figure 2.5).

The role of myoglobin in oxygen delivery has been controversial. GayesM and
Honig (28) considered that myoglobin was an important factor in oxygen transport within
muscle fibers. Conley et al. (12) used measurements of myoglobin saturation in vivo
made with magnetic resonance spectroscopy to support the opinion that myoglobin may
play a role in facilitating oxygen transport in skeletal muscle, but did not quantify the
effects of myoglobin on oxygen transport. In a recent review, Jurgens et al. (41)
concluded that myoglobin plays at most a minor role in oxygen transport under
physiologic conditions. A similar conclusion was reached by Roy and Popel (82).
According to the present analysis, inclusion of myoglobin-facilitated diffusion has
relatively small effects on overall oxygen transport. It leads to shallower POj gradients,
lower intravascular PO, values, higher Po, levels in the outer part of the cylinder where
tissue is hypoxic, and a slight (<2%) net increase in consumption (Figure 2.7, +Myo). To
understand this result, it is helpful to consider the facilitation pressure

C,nb VJK,

which represents the contribution of myoglobin to oxygen transport in terms of an
effective additional partial pressure of oxygen available to drive diffusive transport (26).
For the parameter values used here

= 1.73 xlO'^ cmVs), Pf= 1.6 mniHg, which is

much less than the capillary POj even at the venous end. This result reflects the fact that
the diffusivity of myoglobin in muscle is two orders of magnitude less than the
diffusivity of oxygen. Therefore, myoglobin-facilitated oxygen transport would not be
expected to have much effect. Some earlier models were based on the diffusivity of
myoglobin measured in protein solutions (42),

= 8 x 10'^ cmVs. Assuming this value

gives Pf= 1.3 mmHg and leads to a 5% increase in the oxygen consumption rate when Mq
- 40 cm ^O,/1OOcm Vmin.
The effects of a right shift of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve and
mitochondrial clustering can also increase consumption, as indicated in Figure 2.7. A

right shift of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve increases blood PO2 at a given
saturation, and therefore increases the POj gradient for oxygen diffusion into tissue.
Simulating a right shift by linearly increasing P50 from 26 to 39 mmHg along the length
of the capillary leads to a significantly increased consumption (Figure 2.7, +RS).
Additional simulations in which

varied smoothly from 26 to 39 mmHg, but with

nonlinear dependence on distance traveled, showed very similar results, indicating that
these results are insensitive to the equation used to increase P^q. Effects of mitochondrial
clustering are represented in this chapter by assuming that consumption occurs only in a
region surrounding each capillary representing half of the tissue volume. For an average
consumption rate 40 cm'Oj/lOOcmVmin, clustering leads to a significant increase in
consumption (Figure 2.7, striped areas) whenever hypoxic regions are present. When the
capillary density is increased to 1000 capillaries/mm^ (Figure 2.7 B, +HD), virtually all
the tissue is well-oxygenated at a uniform demand of 40 cm^Oj/l (K)cmVmin and
clustering has almost no effect.
Model predictions are sensitive to capillary density, which is equal to the
capillary-to-fiber ratio divided by the average fiber cross-section area. Changes in
capillary density can be caused by changes in the number of capillaries per fiber or in
fiber size. Because the model assumes that each capillary supplies oxygen exclusively to
the surrounding cylinder of tissue, regardless of the number of fibers intersected by that
cylinder, the results are not sensitive to the capillary-to-fiber ratio or the fiber size per se,
but only to capillary density (i.e., capillaries per mm").
Some effects that are not considered in this model may also influence
consumption rates. Only oxygen diffusion from capillaries is considered. In resting
muscle, a significant fraction of the oxygen demand can be met by oxygen diffusion from
arterioles. However, this fraction decreases with increasing oxygen demand (86). In this
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chapter, the contribution of oxygen dissolved in the plasma to convective delivery is
neglected. Additional calculations including this component were carried out, showing
that predicted consumption increased by less than 1.1%. Capillaries are lined with a
glycocalyx or endothelial surface layer 0.5 -1 fim thick that can exclude flowing red
blood cells (62). This layer may increase intravascular resistance to oxygen diffusion,
but its effects are unknown. The assumed Sherwood number, Sh = 2.5, was based on
theoretical estimates that neglect such effects (32).

Validation of Krogh-type model
In the work presented here, a Krogh-type model is used to predict oxygen
consumption rales in maximally working skeletal muscle. The Krogh cylinder model
(49) is a highly simplified representation of oxygen transport processes occurring in the
microcirculation (60). By including intravascular resistance to oxygen transport, taking
account of the axial decline in POj, and considering Michaelis-Menten dependence of
oxygen consumption on Po,, the present model avoids three critical oversimplifications
made in Krogh's original analysis. However, many simplifying assumptions remain and
it is necessary to consider whether these simplifications could lead to significant errors in
calculating predicted oxygen consumption rates.
A fundamental assumption of the Krogh model is that all capillaries in the tissue
are identical, with the same flow in each and uniform spacing between them. In reality,
capillaries are not evenly spaced, and this heterogeneous spacing may lead to reduced
oxygen delivery, since capillaries in more densely perfused areas may flow through
regions of higher PO, where less oxygen is extracted. Under conditions of very high
demand, however, even relatively densely perfused areas can be assumed to contain a
significant amount of hypoxic tissue, particularly near the downstream end of each
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capillary, so that extraction from each capillary is not greatly affected by the presence of
near neighbors. According to this argument, the effect of non-uniform spacing on
average consumption is expected to be small when demand is very high. Additional
calculations have confirmed that when demand is high, heterogeneity in capillary spacing
has little effect on model results. See Appendix A for details on these calculations.
Heterogeneity in capillary length or flow rate could also affect model results. To
estimate the effects of variations in capillary lengths, two cylinders were considered, one
1/3 longer than the standard case and the other 1/3 shorter, and both with the same flow

as in the standard case. The consumption rate was averaged over the two cylinders and
compared with the standard single-cylinder case. Similarly, to investigate the effects of
uneven flow distribution, two cylinders of the same length were considered, one with 1/3
higher flow than the standard case and the other with 1/3 lower flow. In both cases,
when using the standard parameter values used in this chapter (see Tables 2.1 and 2.2),
the result was a slight decrease in overall average consumption, less than 2.1%. In
Appendix A, the effects of heterogeneity in both flow and capillary spacing is furtlier
explored using an alternative computational method.
Significant oxygen losses may occur in arterioles (20), and capillaries may in
some places take up rather than deliver oxygen (22). Theoretical simulations of threedimensional oxygen diffusion (86) confirmed the importance of these phenomena in
resting muscle, but showed that they become less significant as the rates of consumption
and blood flow increase. At the very high consumption rates considered here, available
oxygen is consumed within a short radial distance of each vessel, of order tens of /xm, as
shown in Figure 2.2. Therefore, the fraction of the tissue that can be supplied by
arterioles, which are spaced hundreds of jim apart, is limited, and each capillary can
supply only a relatively slender region of adjacent tissue, as assumed in the Ejogh model.
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The present model neglects the effects of oxygen diffusion in the axial direction.
To test whether this introduces significant errors, further calculations were carried out
using the same governing equations but including axial diffusion, using a finite-element
method (FlexPDE, PDE Solutions Inc, Antioch, CA). For parameter values considered in
this chapter, inclusion of axial diffusion increased predicted consumption by no more
than 0.3% when compared with results from the finite-element method that did not
include axial diffusion. For details, see Appendix A.
As with all theoretical models, the model presented here contains several
simplifying assumptions. Many of these assumptions are not valid for resting skeletal
muscle. However, under conditions of high oxygen demand, the effects of these
assumptions are relatively small, as discussed above, and use of this model is appropriate.

Relationship to venous POj
According to the conceptual model of Wagner (92), for a given perfusion rate, the
PO2 at the venous end of capillaries declines with increasing consumption, whereas the
PO2 required to achieve tissue oxygenation increases. Wagner (92) suggested that
maximal oxygen consumption rate is reached when venous PO2 falls to the minimum
needed for complete tissue oxygenation. This condition is indicated graphically in Figure
2.6 by the intersection of the two curves. Wagner (92) defines VOin,^ as the point at
which venous blood PO2 is equal to the PO2 required to fully meet the oxygen demand of
the tissue, i.e., no hypoxic regions are present. However, as shown in Figure 2.6,
significantly higher overall oxygen consumption rates can be achieved if oxygen demand
increases beyond the level at which hypoxia first appears. With further increases in
demand, consumption in the well-oxygenated regions increases, while the hypoxic
regions spread and consumption decreases there according to Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
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The decrease in consumption in hypoxic regions is more than compensated for by the
increased consumption in well-oxygenated regions and the net effect is an increase in
consumption. For example, the curves in Figure 2.6 intersect when demand is 19
cm^Oj/lOOcm^/min and consumption is 17.9 cm^Oj/lOOcm^/min. Increasing demand to
40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin results in a significantly higher consumption rate, 24.7
cm^Oj/lOOcm^/min. Therefore, Wagner's conceptual model, if applied quantitatively,
may underestimate the maximal oxygen consumption rate. Similarly, the predictions of
end-capillary PO2 at VOji^ by Roy and Popel (82), which were mainly in the range 20 to
30 mmHg, were based on the assumption that no hypoxia is present and correspond to the
intersection of the two curves in Figure 2.6. According to the present model, their
approach may overestimate end-capillary PO2 at

by several mmHg.

Comparison with observations of tissue oxygen levels
Gayeski and Honig (28) used cryospectrophotornetry to measure myoglobin
saturation of dog gracilis muscle rapidly frozen at maximal oxygen consumption.
Measured myoglobin saturation levels were between 8% and 40%, corresponding to POj
values of 0.5 mmHg and 3.5 mmHg, based on Pubso = 5.3 mmHg for dog muscle. They
reported shallow PO2 gradients of less than 0.1 mmHg/jitm and low, non-zero PO, values
throughout the tissue at distances greater than 3 fim from the nearest capillary. They
concluded that most of the drop in PO, between red blood cells in a capillary and an
adjacent muscle fiber occurs outside the fiber or within a few microns inside the fiber.
These results were stated to contradict classical theories of oxygen transport to tissue
such as the Krogh model, and were attributed to the effects of intravascular resistance
and myoglobin facilitation. In subsequent studies. Voter and Gayeski (91) showed that
the sampling region of the earlier studies was larger than assumed by Gayeski and Honig
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(28), implying that the oxygen gradients may have been larger than originally estimated.
However, these studies supported the previous conclusion that oxygen gradients are
shallow with low Po, throughout the tissue under at maximal consumption.
The present model shares some significant features with these observations. It
predicts that a substantial fraction of the tissue is hypoxic, with low non-zero POj and
shallow gradients. With the standard assumptions of this chapter (N = 468
capillaries/mm^,

= 26 mmHg, and including intravascular resistance and myoglobin),

68% of the tissue has a Po, of less than 3.5 mmHg and 37% has a POj of less than 1
mmHg, as shown in Figure 2.3 A. PO, gradients are less than 1 mmHg//im in 84% of the
tissue and less than 0.1 mmHg/jum in 32% of the tissue. Although a wide range of
myoglobin saturation is predicted, as shown in Figure 2.3 B, much of the tissue is in the
approximate range that was found by Honig and Gayeski (28). The main factors
contributing to these behaviors are evident in Figure 2.2. Intravascular resistance to
oxygen diffusion leads to a significant radial decline in Po, within capillaries, Po,
declines rapidly with distance traveled along the capillary, and POj declines with radial
distance within 5-10 /xm of the capillaries. Low gradients occur in hypoxic regions,
because consumption is low in those regions. As already pointed out. myoglobinfacilitated diffusion is not an important factor.

Comparison with measured values of V02„ax
Oxygen consumption depends on the demand M„. Based on the experimental
work of Blomstrand et al. (7) and Richardson et al. (71), a range of A-/,, from 0-80
cm'Oj/1OOcmVmin was considered. In the absence of a measured value for

Mq,

no

unique prediction of VOj^ax can be made. However, predicted consumption increases
slowly with M,-, in the range from 40 to 80 cm^Oj/1OOcmVmin (Figure 2.4). Therefore,
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consumption rates for

values in this range can be considered as approximate

predictions of
In experiments using knee extensor exercise, oxygen consumption can be
measured in quadriceps muscle to determine VOj^ax' independent of systemic limitations
on oxygen delivery. Results using this approach (2;71) are compared in Figures 2.7 A
and 2.7 B with model predictions. With standard parameter values {N = 468
capillaries/mm^, Pjq = 26 mmHg, and including intravascular resistance and myoglobin),
the model underestimates the measured VOj^ax values. However, the values of some key
parameters were not measured in the experimental studies, and it is of interest to examine
what values of these parameters would lead to consumption rates close to measured
V02„ax values.
Andersen and Saltin (2) observed an average VOj^ax of 35 cm'Oo/100cmVmin, in
subjects who ranged in training from sedentary to endurance trained. In the
corresponding model results (Figure 2.7 A), when a right shift in the oxyhemoglobin
dissociation curve is included by linearly increasing -^50 from 26 mmHg at the arterial end
to 39 mmHg at the venous end of the capillary, consumption with Mq = 40
cm^Oj/1OOcni'Vmin increases from 24.7 to 28.0 cm^OV1(K)cmVmin, but is still less than
the measured value. With mitochondrial clustering and a right shift, the consumption is
29.9 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin, and when Mq = 80 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin the consumption with the
right shift is 30.6 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin. Assuming a higher capillary density, N = 600
capillaries/mm", leads to a predicted consumption of 32.1 cm^OVlOOcmVmin when
40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin, close to the measured value. Therefore, the observed
be accounted by modifying the standard model to include a right shift of the
oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve and a slightly higher capillary density.

=
can
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The subjects in the experiments of Richardson et al. (71) were competitive
endurance bicyclists, and V02niax values with a mean of 60.2 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin were
obtained, much higher than any model predictions with a capillary density of 468
capillaries/mm^. However, if capillary density is increased to 1000 capillaries/mm^ and
a right shift is included, with

=

80 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin a consumption rate of 57.4

cm'Oj/l OOcmVmin is predicted, close to the measured value. Endurance training has
been shown to have many effects on skeletal muscle including increasing capillary
density and mitochondrial number and causing an even more pronounced right shift in
the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve during exercise when compared with untrained
subjects. The highest capillary density in human skeletal muscle found in the literature
was 810 capillaries/mm^ (15). Capillary densities estimated by staining methods may
substantially underestimate the true capillary density (30). According to the model
results, a combination of these effects, including a marked increase in capillary density,
must be present in the muscles of the subjects studied by Richardson et al. (71) to
account for the very high muscle specific

levels observed.

Conclusions
A theoretical model for oxygen transport to tissue has been developed based on
the tissue cylinder concept of Krogh (49) but incorporating subsequent information on
oxygen transport mechanisms and parameters. According to the model, oxygen
consumption rates under conditions of high demand depend on both convective and
diffusive limitations of oxygen delivery. Intravascular resistance to oxygen diffusion
significantly restricts delivery, while myogiobin-facilitated diffusion in tissue plays a
negligible role. A right shift of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve can significantly
enhance deliver}', and consumption rates are sensitively dependent on capillary density.
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When demand is high, much of the tissue is predicted to be hypoxic, with low PO2
gradients, as observed experimentally.
Predicted maximal oxygen consumption rates are comparable in magnitude to
experimentally observed V02„ax values. Andersen and Saltin (2) considered subjects
whose level of physical aclivily ranged from active to endurance trained. The average
VOjmax value determined for these subjects can be predicted with this model using
capillar)' density values within the range found in the literature. Richardson et al.(71)
reported a much higher average

value for endurance trained athletes. This value

can only be explained with the model by assuming capillary densities near 1000
capillaries/mm^.
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CHAPTER 3: ESTIMATION OF CAPILLARY DENSITY IN HUMAN SKELETAL
MUSCLE BASED ON MAXIMAL OXYGEN CONSUMPTION RATES

(Published in American Journal of Physiology:
Heart and Circulatory Physiology, Volume 285, 2003)

INTRODUCTION
Maximal oxygen consumption

skeletal muscle is generally believed to

be determined by the rate at which oxygen can be delivered to the mitochondria (85;94).
The supply of oxygen to mitochondria depends on convective transport in blood and on
diffusive transport from blood to tissue. Both transport processes can restrict oxygen
delivery to maximally exercising skeletal muscle (94). Under normoxic conditions,
oxygen extraction from the blood is incomplete during maximal exercise
(36;37;80;92;94), indicating that diffusive transport processes play a role in limiting the
rate of oxygen consumption (94). The distance that oxygen must diffuse from capillaries
to muscle tissue depends on muscle capillary density, defined as the number of capillaries
per unit cross-section area of muscle. In Chapter 2, we have shown that for a given rate
of convective oxygen supply, VOj^ax is strongly dependent on capillary density.
Furthermore, in some cases, capillary density values much higher than those found in the
literature are required to explain observed maximal oxygen consumption rates.
Measurements of human capillary density are difficult to obtain and, even when
available, may not accurately represent oxygen transport capacity due to changes in
muscle properties that occur during tissue preparation. The most usual method for
measuring capillary density in humans is to visualize capillaries from a muscle biopsy
sample using one of several different staining techniques. In a study comparing various
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staining methods, it was shown that capillary density measurements from serial sections
of the same muscle can vary by as much as 19% depending on which staining technique
is used (65). Another study showed that measurements may vary significantly depending
on the depth from which the sample is taken, and concluded that measurements from a
single sample may be unreliable in the determination of capillary density (21). Swelling
of muscle fibers as frozen tissue samples prepared for histochemical staining thaw on
glass slides has also been shown to introduce errors in capillary density measurements
(56). In 6 studies with biopsy samples from quadriceps muscle of healthy subjects with
various levels of athletic training, capillary density values measured using histochemical
staining techniques ranged from 123 to 515 capillaries/mm* (18;33;45;50;53;65). Both
extreme values are from groups of healthy young (19-26 yr) male volunteers. The lowest
value was found from hematoxylin and eosin stained tissue (53). The highest value is
from a group of sedentary subjects after 8 weeks of training and was obtained using an
amylase PAS stain (45).
Electron microscopy has also been used to visualize capillaries in samples of
muscle tissue. Its high resolution allows for clear identification of all capillaries.
However, the hypertonic solution used during preparation of the tissue can lead to
shrinkage of the muscle tissue (43). Measurements of capillary density found using
electron microscopy on single biopsy samples from human quadriceps muscle range from
269 - 691 capillaries/mm", with both extreme values obtained from healthy, untrained
male subjects (105).
In this chapter, we use the Krogh-type model previously described in Chapter 2 to
develop an alternative method for estimating capillary density in skeletal muscle. The
model is used to estimate the minimum number of straight, evenly spaced capillaries per
unit muscle cross-section area required to achieve a given observed oxygen consumption
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rate. Estimates are based on measurements of muscle oxygen consumption, arterial PO2
and muscle blood flow made at V02niax during cycling or knee extensor exercise. The
quadriceps and hamstring muscles are the primary muscles involved in cycling. Knee
extensor exercise functionally isolates the quadriceps femoris muscle. Resulting
estimates are compared with values obtained by counting capillaries in quadriceps
muscle tissue using either histochemical staining techniques or electron microscopy. A
simpler, spatially averaged model is also used to corroborate estimated capillary density
values.

METHODS
Governing equations
As described in detail in Chapter 2, the goveniing equation for the model
(Equation 2.1) is based on Pick's Law of Diffusion, conservation of mass and the
cylindrical geometry of the Krogh model. The boundary conditions are given by
Equations 2.3 and 2.6. Axial diffusion of oxygen is neglected. Oxygen consumption is
assumed to obey Michaelis-Menten kinetics (Equation 2.5), where Mq is the oxygen
demand, i.e., the consumption when the oxygen supply is not limiting, and Pq is the POj
at which consumption is half of the demand. A right shift in the oxyhemoglobin
dissociation curve, as described in Chapter 2, is included. Myoglobin-facilitated
diffusion of oxygen within the tissue and intravascular resistance to oxygen diffusion are
accounted for as described in Chapter 2.
The effects of axial decline in the average PO2 in the blood, P^, are included as in
Chapter 2, except in this chapter both hemoglobin bound oxygen and oxygen dissolved in
the plasma are included and so the oxygen content of blood is given by Equation 2.9,
with a

0. The oxyhemoglobin saturation, Sfjf,(P^), is described using the Hill equation

(60). Red cell transit times calculated using leg blood flow data given in this chapter and
the geometry of the model range from 0.21 to 0.42 seconds. Again, these values are
approximately ten times larger than the time constant for oxyhemoglobin dissociation
(104), and so use of the Hill equation is appropriate for saturations ranging from 20-80%.
In all cases considered here, hemoglobin saturation exceeds 80% in the upstream part of
the capillary. In one case it drops below 20% at the downstream end. To assess the
possible errors resulting from using the Hill equation over an extended range of
saturations, additional calculations were carried out using the Easton fit representation
for the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve, S(P) = (S„ - 5„)exp[-exp{i^,(^.v -/')}] + S,„
where S,„ and S„ are scaling factors,

is a rate parameter and P, is the PO, where the

slope of the dissociation curve is maximal, as described by Buerk and Bridges (9). The
values used here, S^= 0.9601, 5^= -0.0213,

= 0.0725 nimHg"^ and P, = 20.7 mmHg

(9), correspond to saturation data with a half-maximal saturation occurring at 26.8
mmHg, i.e. there is no right shift in the corresponding dissociation curve. This Easton fit
representation is valid for saturations ranging from 0 to 95%. In the cases considered in
this chapter, saturation exceeds 95% in no more than 4% of the capillary. When
compared with corresponding results computed using the Hill equation without a right
shift, use of the Easton fit increased estimated capillary density values by no more than
3%. The Hill equation was therefore considered to provide a valid approximation to the
oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve for all cases considered here.

Estimation of capillary density
Values of muscle blood flow, arterial POj, and hemoglobin concentration are
entered into the model and oxygen consumption is predicted as described in Chapter 2.
The capillary density is then varied until computed maximal oxygen consumption
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matches the measured VOj^ax value, as shown schematically in Figure 3.1. For example,
the solid curve in Figure 3.1 corresponds to data (83) in which arterial POj = 110.2
mniHg, hemoglobin concentration = 13.8 g/dL, and muscle blood flow = 7.0 L/min.
Measured

in this case is 43.2 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin (horizontal line). The

intersection of this line with the curve gives the estimated capillary density, which for
this example is 752 capillaries/mm^.
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Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of procedure for estimating
capillary density. Curves show predicted relationship between oxygen
consumption and capillary density for perfusion rates as indicated, with
Mq = 80 cm^Oj/lOOcm^/min,
= 13.8 g/dL, and arterial POj =110.2
mmHg. Estimated capillary density is given by the intersection of the
curve corresponding to the given flow rate and a horizontal line at the
given V02^ value.

Parameter values
In this chapter, measured values of arterial PO2, leg blood flow, and, when given
hemoglobin concentration, as given in Table 3.1, are used. Remaining parameter values
relating to oxygen transport in blood and tissue are chosen to represent human skeletal
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muscle under physiological conditions, as described in Chapter 2 and summarized in
Table 2.1. Hemoglobin concentration was measured in 6 of the 9 data sets (Table 3.1).
A value of ^Hb — 14.39 g/dL is assumed for the other 3 sets (60). The decline in PO2 in
arterioles is assumed to be negligible when flow rates are high (86), as is the case here,
and the POj entering the capillary is set equal to that of the arterial blood. Measured
arterial PO2 values for each data set are given in Table 3.1. Oxygen demand Mq can vary
over a wide range in skeletal muscle, and so a wide range of Mq values is considered,
with a reference value of 80 cm'Oj/1OOcm^/min used to simulate maximal oxygen
demand. Perfusion is determined from measured leg blood flow data, given in Table 3.1.
by dividing by the mass of muscle active during knee extensor exercise. In studies A - H,
active muscle mass is assumed to be 2.5 kg (69). In study I, Pedersen el al. report an
estimated active muscle mass of 2.4 kg (57).
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Table 3.1: Experimentally measured values of
leg blood flow, arterial POj, and
hemoglobin concentration, and estimated values of capillary density for each study
considered.
STUDY
(cnr'Oj/lOOcm^/min)

Leg
blood
flow

Arterial
Po,

Hemoglobin
concentration

(mmHg)

(g/dL)

(L/min)

Estimated
capillary
density
(capillaries/
mm^)

A(ll)

29.2

5.35

117.0

14.0

463

B (79) pretraining

28.4

5.13

115.2

13.8

459

C (79), posttraining

39.6

6.45

108.7

13.5

697

D (83), high
hemoglobin
concentration

54.4

8

109.1

15.9

937

E (83), low
hemoglobin
concentration

43.2

7

110.2

13.8

752

F(46)

69.2

10.2

92.8

1468

G (69)

49.6

8.3

122.4

819

H(72)

43.2

7.3

124.9

703

1(57)

36.5

7.29

101.25

13.8
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Estimation of capillary density by spatially averaged model
An alternative, simpler method to estimate capillary density from measured
was used to corroborate the results of the calculations described above and to aid
in their interpretation. This method retains most of the assumptions of the original Krogh
cylinder model. The Po, at the blood-tissue interface, which in reality varies along the
length of the capillary, is represented by a single effective average value,

The
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oxygen consumption rate M is assumed to be constant and equal to the measured V02n,axFurthermore, it is assumed that this is the maximum possible uniform consumption rate,
i.e. the POj drops to zero at the outer boundary of the Krogh cylinder. The only other set
parameters in the spatially averaged model are the Krogh diffusion coefficient, K = 9.4
xlO '" (cm^s)(cnT'02/cmVmmHg), and the capillary radius,

= 2.5 jttm. The radius R, of

the tissue cylinder is considered to be unknown.
Equation 1, with the right hand side replaced by the constant M, and subject to the
boundary conditions P =

when r = /?,. and dP/dr = 0 when r = R,, can be solved

explicitly (60). According to the assumption that the oxygen consumption rate is
maximal, the additional boundary condition P = 0 when r = R,is imposed. With this
assumption, it can be shown that
[2 HR/Rc) -IJ + 1 = 4KP,fl{MR,')

(3.1)

This equation may be solved numerically to obtain R,, and the resulting estimate of
capillary density is N= 1/(71 i?/).

RESULTS
Figure 3.2 compares 26 measured values with 9 estimated capillary densities. No
study could be found in the literature that includes both measurements of capillary
density and the parameters needed to estimate capillary density by the present method.
Therefore no direct comparisons can be made between estimated and measured values.
The measured values shown as open symbols in Figure 3.2 are from 6 experimental
studies (18;33;45;50;53;65). In each of these studies, capillar}' density measurements
were made from histochemically stained biopsies from the vastus lateralis muscle in the
quadriceps femoris muscle group. The study by Hepple et al. (33) examined effects of
training on the vastus lateralis muscle of healthy older subjects, 65-74 years old. The

other 5 studies involved healthy, young subjects 18-29 years old with various levels of
training. Studies by Hepple et al. (33) (6 values), Klausen et al. (45) (4 values), and
Melissa et al. (53) (3 values), compared measurements from the same groups of subjects
before and after training. Kuzon et al. (50) (2 values) compared measurements from
competitive athletes with those of sedentary subjects. Differences in skeletal muscle
biopsy samples from black and white college aged subjects were the focus of the study by
Duey et al. (18)(2 values). Qu et al. (65) (5 values) examined the effects of 5 different
staining techniques on measurements of capillary density. Measured values shown as
closed symbols in Figure 3.2 were determined by Zumstein et al. (105) (4 values) using
electron microscopy on muscle biopsy samples of vastus lateralis muscle from 18
subjects ranging in age from 19 to 45 years. Values from this study shown in Figure 3.2
correspond to average values for healthy women and men and for highly trained women
and men.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between measured and estimated
capillar)' densities. A, studies involving sedentary subjects; •,
healthy subjects; O,trained subjects. Measured: values of
capillar}' density measured in vastus lateralis muscle, using
histochemical staining techniques (open symbols) or electron
microscopy (solid symbols). Estimated: capillar)' densities
estimated using parameters listed in Tables 2.1 and 3.1.

The estimated capillary densities shown in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1 are obtained
from 9 data sets found in 7 previously published studies. All of these studies involve
healthy, college aged subjects. Two of the data sets correspond to sedentary subjects
(11;79). One is from sedentary subjects after 9 weeks of endurance training (79).
Schaffartzik et al. (83) studied the effects of hemoglobin concentration on oxygen uptake
in healthy individuals. Two data sets come from this study, one with normal hemoglobin
content and one with elevated hemoglobin content. One data set is from Knight et al.
(46). In these 6 data sets, measurements of leg blood flow, arterial POj and leg
were made during whole body cycling. The final 3 data sets come from measurements
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made during maximal knee extensor exercise (57;69;72). In the two studies by
Richardson et al. (69;72), subjects are elite bicyclists. Subjects in the Pedersen et al.
study (57) are described as healthy.
Published values of capillary density shown in Figure 3.2 are from quadriceps
muscle of healthy subjects and range from 123 to 515 capillaries/mm^ (45;53) with an
average of 364 ±110 capillaries/mm^ (mean ± SD) and a median of 416 capillaries/mm^.
The lowest value, 123 capillaries/mm^, is from histochemically stained tissue of
physically active subjects (53). The second and third lowest values, 129.6 and 135
capillaries/mm', are from this same group of subjects after 8 weeks of aerobic training
(53). The highest measured value, 514.8 capillaries/mm', is from a group of sedentary
male students after 8 weeks of aerobic training measured using an amylase PAS staining
technique (45). The highest individual value reported, 691 capillaries/mm^, was found
using electron microscopy on a biopsy from a healthy, untrained male subject (105). The
two measured values from groups of sedentary subjects (45;50), 423 and 270.8
capillaries/mm", are not the lowest values, as one might expect. In fact, the higher of the
sedentary measurements is greater than the average of all measured values.
Measurements made using electron microscopy, when averaged according to
gender and training level, are not significantly different from average values obtained
using histochemical staining techniques, as seen in Figure 3.2. The average capillary
density values found using electron microscopy are 418 capillaries/mm^ and 442
capillaries/mnr, for healthy and trained subjects, respectively. These values are within
the corresponding range of average values found using histochemical staining techniques,
123 - 492 capillaries/mm" for healthy subject and 130-515 capillaries/mm^ for trained
subjects.

Our estimates of capillary density range from 458 to 1468 capillaries/mm^.
Estimated capillary densities are in general much higher than measurements found in the
literature, with an average of 761 ± 309 capillaries/mm^ (mean ± SD) and a median of
703 capillaries/mm^. Parameter values from the study by Knight et al. (46) are
significantly different than the other 8 data sets. Excluding this study lowers the standard
deviation in estimated capillar)' densities by nearly a factor of 2 and leads to an average
of 673 ± 170 capillaries/mm^ (mean ± SD) and a median of 700 capillaries/mm^. Only
the two smallest estimated capillary densities, 459 and 463 capillaries/mm^, fall within
the range of average measured values shown in Figure 3.2. These estimates correspond
to measurements made on groups of sedentary subjects. The highest estimate, 1468
capillaries/mm^, corresponds to a group of trained male cyclists (46). The second highest
value, 937 capillaries/mnr, is from a group of subjects with an elevated hemoglobin
content caused by an eight week sojourn to an altitude of 3801 m (83).
To assess the sensitivity of estimated capillary densities to the value chosen for
oxygen demand, a wide range of

is considered, as shown in Figure 3.3. Higher M„

values correspond to more complete extraction of oxygen. With a higher demand, a
given oxygen consumption rate can be achieved with a lower capillar)- density. Due to
resistance to oxygen transport both within the microvasculaturc and within the muscle
tissue, demand must be significantly higher than consumption. In Figure 3.3, results are
therefore given for Mq values at least 10 cm^O^/l(WcmVmin greater than measured
VOjn^x- Variation of Mq over a wide range gives relatively small changes in estimated
capillary density, as seen in Figure 3.3, so the uncertainty in Mg values does not lead to a
large uncertainty in estimated capillary density. For all studies except Knight et al. (46), a
20% decrease in Mq from the reference value 80 cni^O/l(X)cmVmin to 64
cnr^OyiOOcmVmin leads to at most a 14% increase in estimated capillary density and at
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least a 3.7% increase, with an average change of 6.4%. A 20% increase in Mq produces
at most a 4.8% decrease in calculated capillary density for these 8 studies. In the study
by Knight et al. (46), measured consumption is 69.2 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin, and a demand of
64 cm^Oj/1OOcmVini n is not possible. In this case, a 20% increase in demand decreases
estimated capillary density by 13%.
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Figure 3.3; Dependence of estimated capillary density on assumed
oxygen demand Mq, for fixed levels of maximal oxygen consumption
as measured experimentally. Parameter values are given in Table 3.1
for each case indicated by the letter to the left of each curve. Vertical
dashed line: assumed reference value My = 80 cnr'Oj/l00cmVmin.

Estimates of capillary density obtained from the spatially averaged model are
shown as lines in Figure 3.4. In this model, the effective POj at the blood-tissue
interface,

is an unknown parameter. However, it must be much less than the arterial

PO2 (of about 100 mmHg) for two reasons, (i) The sigmoidal shape of the
oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve implies a rapid initial decline in blood PO2 as oxygen
is extracted, (ii) The intravascular resistance to oxygen diffusion implies that PO2 at the

blood-tissue interface is less than the blood PO2. Results for

values from 20 to 40

mmHg are shown in Figure 3.4, for consumption rates M corresponding to measured
VOjniax values, ranging from 28.4 to 69.2 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin (Table 3.1). Figure 3.4 also
includes corresponding estimates of capillary density obtained using the complete model.
These estimates are generally within 12% of the results of the spatially averaged model,
when a value P,^f= 28 mmHg is assumed. This level of Pbt^t^ consistent with the above
reasoning that Pf^frnmi be considerably less than arterial POj. A larger deviation is
evident for the result with the highest consumption (point F in Figure 3.4). The
extremely high capillary density estimated from the complete model in this case results
from assuming an oxygen demand Mq that is close to the measured maximal consumption
rate (80 vs. 69.2 cm'Oj/lOOcmVmin). The actual Mq may have been higher in this case,
which would result in a lower estimated capillar}' density from the complete model, as
indicated in Figure 3.3. Results from the .spatially averaged model are independent of M,,
and depend only on measured

values and assumed values of

, and K.
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Figure 3.4: Dependence of estimated capillary density on measured
maximal oxygen consumption rate. Curves: results from the spatially
averaged model, for indicated values of the effective Po, at the bloodtissue interface,
Letters: estimated capillary densities from the
detailed model, with parameter values as given in Tables 2.1 and 3.1.

DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we estimate capillar}' density based on measured VOj^jax values
using the Krogh-type model developed in Chapter 2. Simplifying assumptions of the
model, such as neglecting diffusion in the axial direction, ignoring heterogeneity in
capillary spacing and flow, and excluding oxygen delivery from arterioles, were shown to
have little effect on predicted oxygen consumption rates (see discussion section of
Chapter 2 and Appendix A) and therefore would have little effect on estimated capillary
density values.
To further explore the effects of arteriolar oxygen supply on estimated capillary
density values, we performed calculations assuming that 10% of the total oxygen

consumed is supplied by diffusion from arterioles. In this case, the amount of oxygen
that capillaries must deliver for a given overall consumption rate is decreased, implying a
decrease in estimated capillary density. However, the oxygen content of the blood
entering the capillaries is also reduced, due to loss of oxygen from the arterioles,
implying an increase in estimated capillary density. The combination of the effects of
oxygen loss from arterioles corresponding to 10% of the total oxygen consumption
reduces estimated capillar)' density an amount ranging from 7.4% (study C) to 16%
(study F).
Model results depend not only on the assumptions of the model, but also on
assumed values of several parameters. The effects of varying these parameters, one at a
time, are shown in Table 3.2. Because estimated capillary densities are much higher than
measured values, parameters values have been modified only in the direction that reduces
estimated capillary density. Early measurements of the diffusivity of myoglobin made in
protein solutions gave

= 8.0 x 10'^ cmVs, a much higher value than that used here. If

calculations are repeated using this higher diffusivity, reductions in estimated capillary
density range from 5.4% to 8.2%, depending on which data set is used for the remaining
parameters. Increasing

reduces the average capillary density from 761 to 708

capillaries/mm^, but estimated values are still considerably higher than measured values
shown in Figure 3.2. An increase in the value used for the concentration of myoglobin
will also lower estimated values of capillary density. However, even if C^j, is increased
by a factor of 10, estimated capillary densities are still much higher than measured values
and range from 381 to 1299 capillaries/mm^.
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Table 3.2: Modifications of parameter values lowering estimated capillary density.
Average percent
decrease in estimated
capillary density

Range of estimated
capillary densities
(capillaries/mm*)

10% oxygen loss from
arterioles

9.3%

422-1234

Increase

to 8.0 x 10'^ cm7s

7.3%

423-1389

Increase

by factor of 10

15.8%

381-1299

Increase K by factor of 2

25.2%

339-1125

Increase Sh to 3.0

5.4%

434-1385

Increase P50 to 39 mmHg
throughout the capillary

7.7%

417-1472

Constant consumption,
Po = 0 mmHg

6.4%

437-1253

Increase muscle mass by 50%

34.3%

308-857

Increase R,. to 4 /xm

17.2%

385-1169

Changes made

Increasing the value of K would decrease estimated capillary density. For
instance, doubling K would lead to estimated capillary densities of 339 - 1125
capillaries/mm^, closer to, but still higher than, the range of measured values. However,
the assumed value K - 9.4 xlO"'" (cmVs)(cm^02/cmVmmHg) is already among the
highest found in the literature, so the assumption of a much higher value would
contradict most existing data on this point. For a vessel diameter of 5 ixm, Sherwood
numbers ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 are consistent with available data (32). An increase in
Sh, which corresponds to a decrease in intravascular resistance, will lower estimated
values. Increasing Sh from 2.5 to 3.0 decreases the average estimated capillary density
from 761 to 720, still nearly twice the average of measured values.
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Hemoglobin

values as high as 38.8 mmHg have been measured in active

subjects during exercise. Increasing

to 39 mmHg throughout the vessel also lowers

estimated capillary densities, but again not enough to account for the differences between
measured and estimated values. Experimentally determined values for Pg, the POj at
which consumption is half of demand, range from 0.05 to 1.25 mmHg (13;76). If
calculations are repeated with constant consumption, i.e. Pg = 0 mmHg, estimates
decrease on average by 6% and range from 437 to 1253 capillaries/mnr.
Estimated capillary density values depend on the mass of muscle active in the leg
during exercise. Studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging have shown that
during knee extensor exercise muscle activity is limited to the quadriceps muscle group
(68). Estimates of quadriceps muscle mass are given for the three studies involving knee
extensor exercise, and these values, 2.5 kg for studies G and H and 2.4 kg for study 1, are
used in the model. The mass of muscle active in the leg during whole body cycling
exercise is more difficult to estimate and is not given for any of the whole body cycling
studies used here. Because quadriceps muscle is one of the major muscle groups active
in the leg during cycling exercise, an estimate of quadriceps muscle mass, 2.5 kg, is used
to represent active muscle mass in the leg during whole body cycling (studies A-F). It is
possible that use of quadriceps muscle mass in the model may significantly underestimate
the actual amount of muscle active in the leg during whole body cycling.
Underestimation of active muscle mass would lead to an overestimate of the amount of
oxygen consumed per kg of muscle and therefore an overestimate of capillary density.
Increasing active muscle mass within the model by 50% decreases estimated capillary
density values by 34.3% on average (Table 3.2) and would explain much of the
discrepancy between measured and estimated capillary density values. However, during
knee extensor exercise, estimates of quadriceps muscle mass do not significantly

underestimate active muscle mass. Underestimation of the amount of muscle active
during knee extensor exercise is therefore not responsible for the discrepancy between
measured capillary density values and those predicted using data collected during knee
extensor.
Exact capillary geometries are not known for the muscles used here. Human
capillary diameters typically range from 4 to 8 jitm. If the value of

is increased from

2.5 to 4 fim, estimated capillary densities range from 385 to 1169 capillaries/mm^.
Results from the model depend only on the ratio VIL. For any given L, V is calculated
using the measured perfusion values, and the model is thus insensitive to changes in L.
The model estimates are based on four experimentally determined parameters:
arterial POj, leg blood flow, leg

and, when given, the concentration of

hemoglobin. All measurements have some degree of error associated with them. It is
therefore important to determine the sensitivity of the model to possible errors in the
input parameters. For given measurements of hemoglobin concentration and arterial Po,
in the studies used here, the standard error is on average about 5% of the measured
values. The standard error for measurements of

and blood flow are closer to 10%

of the measured values. For comparison, each of these input parameters for each of the
studies was varied independently in the model by ± 10%. The model is least sensitive to
values of arterial POj. A 10% change in either direction causes at most a 2% change in
estimated capillary densities. A 10% increase in the values of either blood flow or
hemoglobin concentration decreases estimated capillary density by at most 8.2%. A 10%
decrease in either of these measurements changes estimated capillary density by as little
as 5.8% and as much as 14%. Since errors in the measurements of the hemoglobin
concentration are generally smaller than 10%, results of the model are fairly insensitive
to such errors. Errors in blood flow measurements are slightly larger than errors in
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hemoglobin concentration measurements, and the model is therefore slightly more
sensitive to the flow measurement errors. The model is most sensitive to errors in the
measurement of

In the case of Knight et al. (46), a 10% increase in VO,,„„

increases estimated capillary density by 75%. However, the increased value of V02njax»
76.12 cm^Oj/lOOcm^/min, suggests that a demand higher than 80 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin
would be needed to achieve this consumption. In the other studies, a 10% increase in
VOjmax increases estimated capillary density by 16-21%. The model is slightly less
sensitive to reductions in

A 10% decrease leads to an average decrease in

estimated capillary density of 16%.
Capillary density measurements found in the literature are significantly lower
than estimated capillary densities found using the model. The arguments in the preceding
paragraphs suggest that this discrepancy is unlikely to result entirely from inherent
limitations of the model or inaccuracies in the estimation of oxygen transport parameters.
Therefore, it is relevant to examine the possibility that current experimental techniques
underestimate actual capillary densities in skeletal muscle.
Studies have shown that results from current histochemical staining methods are
sensitive to the type of stain used to visualize the capillaries (65) as well as to the
location from which the sample is taken (21). Electron microscopy has been used as an
alternative method for visualizing capillaries (105). Several studies have shown large
differences in fiber cross-sectional area measurements when comparing tissue fixed for
electron microscopy with tissue frozen for histochemical staining (17;34:43;56). These
differences are most likely due to a combination of fiber shrinkage during fixation for
electron microscopy and swelling when frozen sections prepared for histochemical
staining thaw on glass slides. This suggests that electron microscopy may overestimate
true capillary density values while measurements made using histochemical staining

techniques may be underestimates. However, average capillary density values obtained
using electron microscopy are not significantly higher than values obtained using
histochemical staining techniques, as shown in Figure 3.2, suggesting that both
experimental techniques may underestimate true capillary density values.
Measured values of capillary density shown in Figure 3.2 were all obtained from
muscle biopsy samples. Muscle fibers in biopsy samples are highly contracted, leading
to kinking of capillaries and to an overestimate of fiber cross-sectional area (105). Both
of these factors result in an underestimate of actual capillary density values. Fiber
contraction can be accounted for by normalizing fiber cross-sectional area to the
sarcomere length, but this was not done in any of the studies shown in Figure 3.2.
Capillary length density

i.e., the capillary length per unit volume of tissue, is an

alternative measure of tissue capillarity that is insensitive to changes in tissue samples
due to muscle fiber contraction. The relationship between capillar}' density N and
capillary length density

is given by

= c(k) N, where c(k) is a dimensionless

parameter related to the degree of capillary tortuosity in the tissue sample, which reflects
the degree of contraction within the fibers. When all capillaries are perfectly straight and
parallel to the preferred orientation of the tissue, as in Krogh-type cylinder models, c(k) =
1 and J, = N. When the orientation of the capillaries is completely random, c(k) = 2.
Values of c(k) found in the literature for mammalian skeletal muscle range from 1.05 to
1.73 (44:51;95). If a value of c(k) = 1.73 (51), representing the greatest observed effects
of tortuosity, is used to account for muscle contraction in the measured capillary density
values shown in Figure 3.2, corresponding values of J, range from 213 mm"^ to 891 mm
Estimated values of

found using the model are equal to estimated capillary density

values and therefore range from 459 - 1468 mm"l Comparing values of J,, estimated from
measured capillary density values to model results shows that the discrepancy between
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measured and predicted capillary density values can be reconciled in large part by
accounting for muscle fiber contraction present in biopsy samples.
Vascular volume, defined as the volume of blood vessels per volume tissue, is
another potentially useful measure of tissue vascularization. With additional
assumptions, model results presented in this chapter can be used to estimate vascular
volume. If we assume skeletal muscle contains only terminal arterial branches,
arterioles, capillaries, venules, and terminal veins, data from the mesenteric vascular bed
of the dog, collected by F. Mall and reported by A. C. Burton (10), suggest that
capillaries comprise 24% of the total volume of vascular structures within muscle tissue.
Since the model assumes that tissue is composed of cylinders of equal length as the
capillaries within them, the ratio of capillary volume to tissue volume can easily be
estimated from the model by dividing the cross sectional area of the capillary by the cross
sectional area of the tissue cylinder. If we neglect the fact that even when cylinders are
tightly packed, there are small amounts of space among the cylinders, which is
unaccounted for in the model, and assume that non-capillary blood vessels are contained
within the tissue cylinders, two assumption which at least partially offset one another,
vascular volume can the approximated as (1.0/0.24)/?^. ~IR^\ Estimated capillary density
values range from 459 - 1468 capillaries/mm^. These values correspond to vascular
volume estimates ranging from 0.038 - 0.12.
Studies have shown that capillary density increases significantly with endurance
training and remains high in trained individuals. Trained subjects, in general, also have
higher measured VOjn,.,, values. As expected, estimated capillary densities for trained
subjects tend to be higher. Figure 3.2 shows that the lowest values of estimated capillary
density clearly correspond to groups of sedentary subjects. Furthermore, the study by
Roca et al. (79) gives data for a group of subjects before and after training. Using these
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values, the estimated capillary density v^as much higher after training than before, 697
capillaries/mm^ and 459 capillaries/mm^, respectively, corroborating the experimental
findings that capillary density is increased with training. However, an increase in
capillary density with training is much less evident in the measured values. The two
measurements of capillary density from groups of sedentary subjects are not the lowest
values, as one would expect. In fact, one of these measurements, 423 capillaries/mm^, is
actually higher than the mean measured value of 364 capillaries/mm^. One of the lowest
values, 129.6 capillaries/mm^, corresponds to a group of healthy subjects after 8 weeks of
training. In both measured and estimated values there is considerable overlap between
groups of healthy subjects and groups of trained subjects. This can be partially
accounted for by the fact that groups of healthy subjects contain individuals of various
training levels and can include endurance athletes.
The present method for estimation of capillary density is not simple to implement
and depends on the estimation of a substantial number of parameters. The alternative,
spatially averaged method described above provides a useful corroboration of the results
of the complete model and confirms its general conclusion, i.e., that relatively high
capillary densities are required to explain observed maximal oxygen consumption rates.
This conclusion depends only on the assumed values of the capillary radius and the
Krogh diffusion coefficient and on the fact that capillar)' POj declines rapidly along
capillaries. The spatially averaged model provides an easy method to estimate capillary
density from observed

values, if a value of

assumed. According to the data

considered here, estimates obtained from Equation 3.1 with a

value of 28 mmHg are

close to those obtained with the complete model, except at the highest consumption level.
In summary, estimates of capillary density in human skeletal muscle have been
derived from measured values of maximal oxygen consumption, using a theoretical,
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Krogh-type model. The model provides a method for determining the minimum number
of straight, evenly spaced capillaries required to achieve a given oxygen consumption
rate in maximally exercising skeletal muscle. Estimated capillary densities are generally
much higher than measured values found in the literature. This discrepancy can be partly
explained by accounting for muscle contraction in biopsy samples. These results suggest
that estimates of maximal oxygen transport rates based on capillary density
measurements obtained from muscle biopsy samples underestimate the oxygen transport
capacity of capillaries in skeletal muscle.
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CHAPTER 4: THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION IN MAXIMALLY EXERCISING HUMAN
SKELETAL MUSCLE; EFFECTS OF REDUCED PiO.

INTRODUCTION
Limitations in convective transport to the tissue and diffusive transport within the tissue
are both important factors in determining maximal oxygen consumption (VOj^ax) under
normoxic conditions (see Chapter 2 and (94)). A reduction in the inspired partial
pressure of oxygen (PiO,), due to a decrease in either barometric pressure or the fractional
oxygen concentration of the inspired air (Fp,). reduces the partial pressure of oxygen in
arterial blood (Pp,)- This causes a decrease in convective oxygen delivery to muscle
tissue and a reduction in the maximal oxygen consumption rate that can be achieved.
Additional responses to hypoxic conditions, such as increased ventilation or increased
capillary density, may increase

, while other factors, such as decreases in oxygen

demand or muscle blood flow, may lead to further reductions in
Paul Bert, in 1878, was one of the first researchers to investigate the physiological
effects of hypoxia. Bert exposed animals to low barometric pressure and to low oxygen
concentrations to determine the critical factor for survival at altitude (5;99). Since Bert
first published his results, numerous studies have been conducted to investigate the
physiological effects of hypoxia (for review see (99) and (88)), including studies on the
effects of short-term exposure to hypoxic conditions using measurements made while
subjects breathed hypoxic gases (11;46;69;72;79;81 ;83) and studies on the effects of long
term exposure to hypoxic conditions using measurements made at altitude or simulated
altitude. During the American Medical Research Expedition to Everest (AMREE) in
1981, for example, measurements of oxygen transport parameters were taken at altitudes
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ranging from 5400 m to the summit (8848 m), including the first measurement of
barometric pressure on the summit of Everest (84;98;100;101). As part of Operation
Everest II in 1985, hypobaric chambers were used to simulate changes in barometric
pressure during ascent to the summit of Everest (39;66).
Theoretical approaches have also been used to investigate the effects of hypoxia
on VOjmax- III 1980, West and Wagner (102) used a theoretical model to analyze
pulmonary gas exchange for a given oxygen consumption rate at extreme altitudes
equivalent to the summit of Everest. In 1983, West (97) used newly available data from
AMREE to extend the previous analysis by West and Wagner (102) to higher
values. This model uses assumed oxygen consumption rates to assess the relative effects
of changes in pulmonary oxygen transport parameters, such as barometric pressure,
ventilation-perfusion mismatch in the lungs, cardiac output and hemoglobin
concentration, on maximal oxygen consumption. Ferretti and di Prempero (24) have also
developed a theoretical model to investigate factors responsible for limiting

This

model has five variables, alveolar ventilation, lung-blood oxygen transfer, convective
oxygen supply, peripheral oxygen diffusion, and mitochondrial oxygen utilization, and
can be used to predict changes in oxygen consumption due to changes in these variables,
either one at a time or in combination.
The goal of this chapter is to predict Vo,,„„ under hypoxic conditions based on
oxygen transport processes occurring at the microvascular level, using the Krogh-type
model developed in previous chapters. Model predictions are based on values of leg
blood flow, P3O2, and hemoglobin concentration measured during hypoxic exercise
conditions, as well as capillary density values estimated from normoxic measurements of
VOj^ax 2^nd other oxygen transport parameters. Predicted maximal oxygen consumption
rates, taken relative to sea level values, are compared with relative measured
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consumption. In general, model predictions tend to overestimate measured values.
Possible reasons for this discrepancy are explored.

METHODS
Oxygen transport processes within the tissue are represented using the Krogh-type
cylinder model described in detail in Chapter 2. Values for leg blood flow, Pp,, and leg
oxygen consumption rates, measured under both normoxic and hypoxic conditions,
during maximal whole body cycling (8 data sets) (11;46;79;83), or during maximal knee
extensor exercise (2 data sets) (69:72), are used in the model to predict oxygen
consumption rates in hypoxic conditions. In these studies, reductions in Pp, are due to
decreases in FjOj caused by subjects breathing hypoxic gases at or near sea level. The
relationship between PjO, and F,Oi is approximated using the equation P1O2 — F]02 (Pg 47 mmHg), where Pg is barometric pressure. The 47 mmHg on the right-hand side of this
equation is used to account for the presence of water vapor in the lungs and is assumed
constant for all values of Pg and FjOj- In each study, data were collected while subjects
breathed 12% oxygen, which corresponds approximately to PjOj = 85.6 mmHg. In three
of the studies, data were also collected while subjects breathed 15% oxygen, i.e. PjOj =
107 mmHg.
A measured value for capillary density, which is needed to predict oxygen
consumption, is not given in any of the studies mentioned above. To estimate capillary
density, maximal oxygen consumption rates are predicted using values of leg blood flow,
Pp2' and, when given, hemoglobin concentration, measured under nonnoxic exercise
conditions. Capillary density is then varied until predicted normoxic oxygen
consumption matches the measured

value. Details of the process used to estimate

capillary density are given in the previous chapter.

Table 4.1: Experimentally measured values of PPs'
density for each study considered.

and hemoglobin concentration, and estimated values of capillary

= 107 mmHg

= 150 mmHg

PiOj = 85.6 mmHg

capillary density
(capillaries/mm^)

Pa02
(mmHg)

leg
blood
flow
(L/min)

^Hh
(g/dL)

Pa02
(mmHg)

leg
blood
flow
(L/min)

Cub
(g/dL)

Pa02
(mmHg)

leg
blood
flow
(L/min)

^Hb
(g/dL:

A (11)

463

IIT

5.35

14.0

59.9

5.36

13.8

40.8

5.18

13.9

B (79)
pretraining

459

115.2

5.13

13.8

57.8

5.31

13.9

40.4

4.98

13.6

C (79),
posttraining

697

108.7

6.45

13.5

58.2

5.98

13.4

41.3

6.34

13.4

D (83),
high C,„

937

109.1

8.0

15.9

48.4

6.7

15.9

E(83),
low C,„,

752

110.2

7.0

13.8

47.1

6.5

13.8

F (46)

1468

98.2

10.2

1468

41

10.7

G(69)

819

122.4

8.3

819

50.5

7.4

H (72)

703

124.9

7.3

703

52.7

6.3
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Input parameters, normoxic as well as hypoxic, and estimated capillary density
values for each study are given in Table 4.1. Remaining parameter values related to
oxygen transport in blood and tissue are chosen to represent human skeletal muscle under
physiological conditions, as discussed in detail in Chapter 2 and summarized in Table
2.1. Both hemoglobin-bound oxygen and oxygen dissolved in plasma are considered in
this chapter. The hemoglobin concentration was measured in 5 of the 8 data sets. These
values are given in Table 4.1. A value of C/,,. = 14.39 g/dL (60) is assumed for the other
studies. Using the estimated capillary density with values of leg blood flow, Pp2, and
hemoglobin concentration measured under hypoxic exercise conditions, the model
predicts oxygen consumption for each data set. These predicted values, three with P,©, =
107 mniHg and eight with FjO, = 85.6 mmHg, are then used with the corresponding
normoxic

value to compute predicted relative oxygen consumption rates.

In further simulations, the model is used to predict consumption rates over an
extended range of PjOj values, as low as 40 mmHg. For this purpose, the variation of
PgOj with PjOj is estimated from measurements made during exercise at PjOj less than or
equal to 150 mmHg (Figure 4.1). The relationship is quantified using empirical curve fits
of the form

= b P1O2 - a PjOj/Cc + PjOj). This form is chosen because it fits well with

the normoxic and hypoxic data (Figure 4.1), as well as with available hyperoxic data
(PjOj = 427.8 mmHg and 713 mmHg (57)) not shown. Values of the parameters a, b and
c for the solid curve in Figure 4.1 are chosen to fit all of the available data, hyperoxic,
normoxic, and hypoxic. The dashed and dotted curves in Figure 4.1 are used to assess
the effects of the spread in Fpj seen in Figure 4.1 on predicted maximal consumption
rates. These curves are of the same form as the solid curve, with parameter values a, b,
and c chosen such that the dashed curve represents a lower bound and the dotted curve an
upper bound on the data shown. The data (Table 4.1) do not suggest systematic
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variations in leg blood flow and hemoglobin concentration with Ppj. These parameters
are therefore assumed to be independent of P1O2 and are set equal to the median values
from all the studies in Table 4.1, i.e., 6.45 L/min and 13.8 g/dL, respectively. The
median estimated capillary density value for the studies shown in Table 4.1, 727.5
capillaries/mm^, is also used in making predictions.
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Figure 4.1: Relationship between
and Pi02- Open circles
correspond to measured values of Pp, made during short term
exposure to hypoxic conditions. Solid circles represent
measurements from studies where subjects spent sufficient time in
hypoxic conditions to allow for acclimatization. Lines: empirical
curves fit to data, as discussed in text.

The oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve is represented using the Hill equation and
includes the effects of a right shift by assuming that -P50 increases linearly with distance
traveled, from 26 mmHg at the capillary entrance to 39 mmHg at the venous end of the
capillary, as described in Chapter 2. The transit time found from flow rates given in
Table 4.1 are long enough that the Hill equation is a valid approximation for hemoglobin
saturations ranging from 20-80%. However, in hypoxic exercise conditions, large
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regions may exist where saturations are lower than 20%. Thus, additional calculations
are carried out using the Easton fit representation, as described in the previous chapter.
This Easton fit representation is valid for saturations ranging from 0 to 95% and
corresponds to saturation data with a half-maximal saturation occurring at 26.8 mmHg,
i.e. there is no right shift in the Easton fit dissociation curve.

RESULTS
Predicted and observed consumption rates
Figure 4.1 shows available data relating

to Pp, under normoxic and hypoxic

conditions. The circles in Figure 4.1 represent P^Oj values measured during exercise at
various P1O2 (11;16;46;48;57;69;72;79;83;87;93). These studies utilize different methods
of reducing Ppj- The first method, used in 8 of the studies (11;46;48;57;69;72;79;83),
reduces PjO, by decreasing FjOj. The lowest Ppj obtained by reducing Fpj was 78.4
mmHg, corresponding to breathing 11 % oxygen (48). In this study, measured P.,02 values
for PjO, = 78.4 ranged from 37- 46 mmHg. In the remaining studies (16;87;93) subjects
were placed in hypobaric chambers and Pp, was decreased by reducing the barometric
pressure. In one of these studies (93) barometric pressure was reduced in a matter of
minutes. The lowest barometric pressure used in this study was 429 mmHg,
corresponding to PjOj = 80 mmHg, with a measured PgOj of 35 mmHg. This is only
slightly less than the lowest P^Oj measured with subjects breathing 11% oxygen. For the
final 2 studies represented in Figure 4.1, subjects lived in a hypobaric chamber for 40
days (16;87). During this time, the pressure in the chamber was reduced slowly, allowing
the subjects time to acclimatize. Measurements were taken on several different days,
corresponding to several different PjOj values. Using this method, Sutton et al. (87)
measured a P^Oj of 41.9 mmHg when Ppj was 80 mmHg. This is within the range
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measured by Koskolou et al. (48) with PjOj = 78.43 and higher than that measured by
Wagner et al. (93) at the same Ppj- Thus, the method used to induce hypoxia does not
seem to significantly change the relationship between Fj^02 and Ppj- The lowest PjOj
achieved in any of these studies was 43 mmHg, with a measured

of about 28 mmHg

(16;87). This corresponds to PjOj levels experienced by climbers on the summit of Mt.
Everest. The curves in Figure 4.1 are empirical fits to the available data, as described
above in the methods section.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show predicted and measured oxygen consumption rates,
relative to normoxic values. In Figure 4.2, predictions are made using measured values
of leg blood flow, Pp,. and hemoglobin concentration specific to each study, as given in
Table 4.1. Differences between observed and predicted relative oxygen consumption
rates are generally small. The largest difference, 0.12, corresponds to Study F (46), with
subjects breathing 12% oxygen during whole body cycling. Predicted relative
consumption rates for whole-body cycling do not differ significantly from measured
values (paired student t-test, P > 0.05).

For knee extensor exercise, the discrepancy is

5% or less, but insufficient data are available for statistical comparison.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between measured and predicted relative
oxygen consumption rates. Letters correspond to the 8 sets of
input data, A - H, as given in Table 4.1. In each of the three
columns, dots on the left represent model predictions, dots on the
right represent corresponding measured values. Left most column,
maximal knee extensor exercise while breathing 12% Oj, or
equivalently PjO, = 85.6 mmHg; middle column, maximal whole
body exercise while breathing 12% Oj, right most column, whole
body exercise while breathing 15% O,, FjOj = 107 mmHg.

Figure 4.3 shows the relationship between measured relative oxygen consumption
rates and predictions based on Pp, values determined from the empirical curves shown
in Figure 4.1, with fixed values of leg blood flow and hemoglobin concentration.
Predicted relative oxygen consumption decreases slowly with reductions in PjO, for
values of P1O2 above about 80 mmHg and becomes increasingly sensitive to further
reductions in Ppj- For example, when Ppj = 100 mmHg, a 10% decrease in PjOj

decreases relative consumption by 4.1%, whereas a 10% decrease in Ppj from 50 to 45
mmHg decreases predicted relative consumption by 22%. The predicted relative oxygen
consumption rates shown in Figure 4.3 overestimate all but three of the measured
values (two whole-body values at Pj02= 85.6 mmHg and one leg value at Ppj = 107
mmHg).
The effect of the spread in the available Pa02 data on predicted relative
consumption is demonstrated by the dashed and dotted curves in Figure 4.3. These
curves correspond to predicted relative consumption rates found using P.,02 values given
by the dashed and dotted curves in Figure 4.1, which represent upper and lower bounds,
respectively, on measured Ppj values. The dashed consumption curve represents an
upper bound on measured consumption data. The dotted curve, however, does not give a
lower bound as 39 of the 65 measured values fall below this curve.
Model predictions more closely approximate oxygen consumption measurements
taken in the leg, shown as squares in Figure 4.3, than whole body measurements,
depicted with triangles. All oxygen consumption measurements made in the leg are
within 20% of predicted values and 8 of the 13 measured values differ from
corresponding predictions by no more than 10%. When predictions are compared with
whole body relative oxygen consumption measurements, 38 of the 52 measurements are
within 20% of predicted values and 20 are within 10%. The largest deviation between
measured and predicted relative consumption corresponds to a relative whole body
consumption measurement of 0.400 taken when PjOj was approximately 64 mmHg (78).
This is 42% less than the predicted value of 0.693.
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Figure 4.3: Measured and predicted relative consumption rates for
PjOj ranging from sea level to 40 mmHg. Open symbols:
measurements made during short term exposure to hypoxic conditions.
Solid symbols: measurements from studies where subjects spent
sufficient time (> 40 days) in hypoxic conditions to allow for
acclimatization. •, A : relative whole body oxygen consumption rates
in simulated altitude during maximal cycling exercise, with PjOj
reduced either by lowering FjOj (11;25;27;46;59;69;72;79;83) or by
use of a hypobaric chamber (16;67;78;87;93). •, v; whole body
oxygen consumption at altitude (63;64;102). n, •: relative oxygen
consumption rates in the leg, during maximal whole body cycling
(11;46;79;83) or maximal knee extensor exercise (48;69;72). Curves:
predicted relative consumption rates based on Pp, values from
empirical fit curves and other parameters as described in the methods
section. Dashed curve; Rp, from upper fit curve, dashed curve in
Figure 4.1. Solid curve: PaOj from middle fit curve, solid curve in 2A.
Dotted curve: Pp, from lower fit curve, dotted curve in 2A.

Relationship between convective supply and consumption
The relationship between convective oxygen supply to the tissue and predicted
oxygen consumption is shown in Figure 4.4. The solid curves show convective supply
and consumption for conditions corresponding to the solid curve in Figure 4.3, using the
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Hill equation representation of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve, with a right-shift.
The dashed curve shows consumption with the Hill equation, but without a right-shift.
Convective supply is unaltered when compared with the right-shifted Hill equation,
because -^50 = 26 mmHg at the capillary entrance in both cases. The dotted curves show
corresponding results using the Easton fit. Consumption is changed by at most 6% when
using the Easton fit, as compared with Hill model without right-shift. It is not surprising
that the Easton fit closely resembles the non-shifted Hill equation since the parameter
values used in the Easton fit correspond to a

Pjq

of 26.8 mmHg, close to the F^q value of

26 mmHg used in the non-shifted Hill representation.
The difference between convective oxygen supply and oxygen consumption
shown in Figure 4.4 represents reductions in consumption due to diffusive limitations to
oxygen transport within the muscle capillaries and within the muscle tissue. If there were
no diffusive limitations to oxygen consumption within the muscle, the model would
predict consumption rates equal to the total amount of oxygen supplied by the capillary.
As PiO, is reduced, the difference between supply and consumption decreases, as shown
in Figure 4.4. When PjOj =150 mmHg, the consumption calculated with a right shift in
the dissociation curve is 18% less than the convective oxygen supply. Consumption rates
predicted without a right-shift, using either the Hill equation or the Easton fit, are about
26% less than supply when PjOj =150 mmHg. For Ppj ^51 mmHg, consumption and
supply are equal when calculated using the right-shifted Hill equation representation for
the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve. For Ppj = 40 mmHg, consumption is 1.5% less
than supply according to calculations using the Easton fit.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of convective oxygen supply (upper two

curves) and predicted oxygen consumption (lower three curves) for
three representations of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve.
Solid line corresponds to Hill equation representation with a right•shift. Dashed line. Hill equation representation without a rightshift. Note, the supply curve is the same for the Hill equation both
with and without the right-shift. Dotted lines correspond to results
using the Easton fit representation of the dissociation curve, as
described in the methods section of the text.

Sensitivity of results to parameter values
The sensitivity of the model predictions to five key parameters; arterial POj,
capillary density, leg blood flow, hemoglobin concentration, and oxygen demand, is
shown in Figure 4.5. This figure illustrates changes in consumption due to decreasing
each of these parameter values, one at a time, by 20%. Since predicted consumption
tends to be higher than measured values, as seen in Figure 4.3, only changes that decrease
predictions are shown in Figure 4.5. This figure shows that the sensitivity of these

variables changes with reductions in PjOj. For example, a 20% decrease in

(dotted

line) has very little effect, 1.9%, on predicted consumption when FjOj is 150 rarnHg, but
has a much larger effect, 39%, when PjOj is 40 mmHg. Changes in blood flow rates, Q,
or hemoglobin concentration,

both of which are represented by the dash-dotted line,

also have more of an effect at low PjOj than at sea level. For Ppj less than about 55
mmHg, a 20% change in either of these variable produces a 20% change in predicted
consumption, whereas at sea level a 20% decrease reduces consumption by slightly less
than 10%. Changes in capillary density (dashed line), on the other hand, have little to no
effect on predicted consumption when PjOj is low, but can change consumption by as
much as 13% at sea level. A 20% change in oxygen demand, M,j, has very little effect on
predicted consumption, less than 3%, over the entire range of Ppj values shown in
Figure 4.5. The solid line in Figure 4.5 represents the effects of not including the right
shift in the Hill equation representation for the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve. As
with capillary density, not including a right shift has more of an effect at sea level, 10%,
than at low PiO,. The effects of using the Easton fit representation of the oxyhemoglobin
dissociation curve are not shown in Figure 4.5, but results are very similar to that of the
non-shifted Hill equation.
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Figure 4.5: Sensitivity of model results to a 20% decrease in a
given parameter. Dotted line, change in consumption due to a
decrease in P^O,. Dashed and double dotted line, change due to a
decrease in Mg. Dashed and dotted line, change due to decreasing
leg blood flow or hemoglobin concentration. Solid line, Hill
equation representation of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve
= 26 mmHg along the entire length of
without a right-shift, i.e.
the capillary. Dashed curve, change due to a decrease in capillary
density.

DISCUSSION
Comparison of model predictions with observed consumption rates
The decrease in VOj^ax iri response to a reduction in Ppj 's due in large part to the
resulting reduction in P^Oj and hence in capillary POj. The value of P^Oj for a given Pj02
depends on several factors, including the level of acclimatization and the
hyperventilatory response of the subject. Individual variations in convective delivery are
accounted for in model results shown in Figure 4.2 by using values of PgOj, leg blood
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flow, and hemoglobin concentration measured in the leg during maximal exercise.
Predictions agree reasonably well with measured consumption rates, particularly for knee
extensor exercise. Model results shown in Figure 4.3 account for changes in FP2 by
using an empirical fit to measured data, shown in Figure 4.1, and variation is accounted
for by considering a range of P^Oj values for each value of PiO,, as indicated by the
dotted and dashed curves in Figures 4.1 and 4.3. Other physiological responses to
hypoxic conditions arc not included. All but three of the measured relative consumption
rates shown in Figure 4.3 are overestimated by the model. The fact that many observed
physiological responses to hypoxia are neglected in model results shown in Figure 4.3
may account for the discrepancy between measured and predicted relative consumption
rates.

Factors that would decrease predicted consumption
The inclusion of some observed physiological responses to hypoxia in model
results shown in Figure 4.3, in addition to changes in P^Oj, would lead to a decrease in
predicted relative consumption. For example, some researchers have suggested that a
reduction in central nervous system motor drive may be partially responsible for the
reduction in VOj^ax induced by hypoxia (6;77;88). A decrease in motor drive
corresponds to a decrease in oxygen demand in the model. Moderate reductions in M„ of
less than 20% have little effect on predicted consumption, as shown in Figure 4.5.
However, as

Mq is

further reduced, demand becomes an increasingly important factor in

determining V02,„.,^, and model results become more sensitive to changes in demand. If
Mo is reduced to 30 cm'Oj/UXlcmVmin for all Pp, values shown in Figure 4.3, predicted
relative consumption is lower than all but 7 of the measured relative consumption rates
for P,02 > 65 mniHg, but significantly higher than all measured values below this point.

With Mo as low as 20 cm^02/100cm^/min, model results are much closer to measured
values for Ppj below 60 mmHg. With Mq= 20 cm^OVlOOcmVmin, predicted relative
consumption increases from 0.278 to 0.444 as PjOj increases from 40 to 60 mmHg.
Measured relative consumption for Ppj below 60 mmHg ranges from 0.284 to 0.443. In
general, large reductions in Mq could account for much of the discrepancy between
measured and predicted relative consumption rates, especially at low PiOjChanges in muscle blood flow have also been observed with exposure to hypoxic
conditions. Table 4.1 shows that changes in leg blood flow in response to brief exposure
to hypoxic conditions are unpredictable. In study F, Knight et al. (46) reported an
increase in leg blood flow of about 5% when subjects breathed 12% oxygen as compared
with breathing nomioxic gas. Schaffartzik et al. (83), study D, showed as much as a 16%
decrease in leg blood flow under these same conditions. As shown in Figure 4.5, a 20%
decrease in leg blood flow reduces predicted consumption by about 10% for P,02 greater
than about 55 mmHg and by about 20% for lower P,02, bringing predicted consumption
rates closer to measured relative oxygen consumption rates.

Factors that would increase predicted consumption
Other observed responses to hypoxia not included in the model would lead to
increases in predicted relative consumption. For example, prolonged exposure to
hypoxic conditions has been shown to cause shrinkage of muscle fibers (88), which
causes an increase in the number of capillaries per volume of muscle tissue, i.e., an
increase in capillary density. Studies performed during Operation Everest 11 showed a
13% increase in capillar}' density due to exposure to increasingly severe hypoxic
conditions over a 40 day period (88). Although the effects of increasing capillary density
are not shown in Figure 4.5, a 20% increase in capillary density has approximately the
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opposite effect of a 20% decrease, increasing predicted consumption by about 11% when
P1O2 is greater than about 60 mmHg and having little effect at lower Ppj values.
Numerous studies have shown an increase in hemoglobin concentration with
acclimatization to hypoxic conditions. Schaffartzik et al. (83), for example, measured a
15% increase in hemoglobin concentration after subjects spent 8 weeks at an altitude of
3801 meters. In 1984, Winslow et al. (103) measured hemoglobin concentrations as high
as 20.6 g/dl in climbers at altitudes between 5350 and 6300 meters. This is more than
50% higher than the lowest measured normoxic value given in Table 4.1. In order for
hemoglobin concentration to increase significantly, blood hematocrit must also increase.
An increase in hemoglobin concentration increases the amount of oxygen that can be
carried by the blood. However, the corresponding increase in hematocrit increases blood
viscosity which decreases flow, reducing the amount of blood supplied to the tissue.
Thus, any potential increase in consumption due to an increase in hemoglobin would be
at least partially offset by the corresponding decrease in flow.
A decrease in body weight has been observed during prolonged exposure to
hypobaric conditions, either at altitude or in a hypobaric chamber. The measurements of
oxygen consumption made at altitude, represented by downward pointing triangles in
Figure 4.3, were reported per kilogram body weight and therefore account for the
observed weight loss. Oxygen consumption rates measured during simulated altitude
shown in Figure 4.3 were not measured per kg body weight and therefore do not reflect
the observed loss of body weight. In Figure 4.3, there is no significant difference
between measurements made at altitude taking into account loss of muscle mass and
measurements made in a hypobaric chamber that do not reflect the observed changes in
muscle mass. Predicted consumption rates are calculated per kilogram muscle weight,
and would not be directly affected by a change in muscle mass, however, flow rates used
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in the model are given in liters per minute and perfusion is calculated by dividing leg
blood flow by the muscle mass. Accounting for a decrease in body weight by reducing
muscle mass in the model would increase perfusion for a given flow rate thereby
increasing predicted consumption.

Left and right shifts in the hemoglobin dissociation curve
Physiological responses to both exercise and hypoxia can affect the
oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve. Exercise at sea level, for example, is known to cause
a right shift in the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve. Hypoxia may cause an additional
right shift due to an increase in 2,3-DPG in the blood (103). Data collected during
AMREE suggest that at extreme altitude, respiratory alkalosis causes a left-shift in the
oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve, with an estimated

value of 19.4 mmHg for the

summit of Everest (103). The solid line in Figure 4.5 shows how results of the model
change if the effects of a right shift are not included. The form of right shift assumed in
the model facilitates unloading of oxygen at the tissue without changing the convective
supply of oxygen to the tissue, since

is not increased from 26 mmHg at the capillary

entrance. Without a right-shift, predicted consumption is decreased by about 10% when
PA is more than about 50 mmHg. The right shift has decreasing effect on the model as
PjOj drops below this level. Including a left-shift in the model, by decreasing P^q along
the entire length of the capillary, increases convective supply to the tissue by increasing
the oxygen binding capacity of the hemoglobin in arterial blood, but decreases the ability
of oxygen to dissociate from the hemoglobin upon reaching the tissue. At sea level,
under normal conditions, hemoglobin is nearly 100% saturated in arterial blood and a
left-shift in the dissociation curve has little effect on convective supply. For example, if
Pjo is reduced by 20% from 26 mmHg to 20.8 mmHg throughout the body, convective
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supply to the capillary increases by about 1% when Ppj is above about 135 mmHg.
However, this reduction in

decreases predicted consumption by about 9.5% at sea

level due to the reduced ability to unload oxygen at the muscle. As PjOj decreases, the
effect of a left-shift on convective supply increases. When Ppj is about 70 mmHg, the
increase in oxygen loading offsets the decrease in unloading at the muscle and including
a left-shift in the dissociation curve has virtually no effect on predicted consumption
when compared with the standard model. As Ppj drops below this point, the increase in
convective oxygen supply due to a left-shift significantly increases predicted oxygen
consumption. For example, if the

is reduced by 20%, predicted consumption

increases by 51% when PjOj = 40 mmHg. In general, including a left-shift in the
dissociation curve would slightly reduce the amount by which predicted consumption
rates overestimate measured relative consumption for Ppj above about 70 mmHg, but
could greatly increase the extent to which model results overestimate measured
consumption for low PjOj.

Convective versus diffusive limitations
Model results show that at sea level, maximal oxygen consumption is determined
by limitations in both convective and diffusive oxygen delivery, whereas at low PjOj,
consumption is determined almost entirely by limitations in convective oxygen supply.
The difference between convective supply, shown in Figure 4.4, and oxygen demand,
assumed equal to 80 cm^OV1(XkmVmin for all PjOj, represents limitation of oxygen
consumption imposed by the convective supply. The difference between oxygen supply
and the corresponding predicted consumption (Figure 4.4) represents restriction of
oxygen consumption due to diffusive transport limitations. As PjOj is reduced, the
difference between supply and the corresponding predicted consumption decreases.
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When PjOj <51 mmHg, consumption predicted using the Hill equation representation for
the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve with a right shift is equal to the convective supply,
implying that oxygen extraction from the blood is 100% and diffusive limitations no
longer play a role in limiting maximal oxygen consumption. Regardless of which
representation is used for the dissociation curve, Figure 4.4 shows that as Ppj is
decreased below about 60 mmHg, oxygen extraction approaches 100% and predicted
consumption is nearly entirely determined by convective limitations.
Figure 4.4 also shows that predicted relative oxygen consumption rates are not
sensitive to the form of the equation used to represent the dissociation curve. The Hill
equation is valid for hemoglobin saturations between 20 and 80%. When Ppj is less than
50 mmHg, hemoglobin saturation is less than 20% in more half of the capillary, making
use of the Hill equation questionable. The Easton fit for the dissociation curve is valid
for saturations ranging from 0 to 95%. However, the lower two curves in Figure 4.4,
representing results from the Hill equation without a right shift and the Easton fit, differ
only slightly. Using the Easton fit, the model predicts 97% extraction at the summit of
Everest (PjOj = 43 mmHg), but predicted consumption changes by at most 6% compared
with the Hill model for all values of PjOj shown in Figure 4.4. This suggests that
consumption rates may be predicted to a good approximation using the Hill equation,
even though extraction may be overestimated.

Likely causes of differences between measured and predicted relative consumption rates
The results shown in Figure 4.3 indicate that the observed decrease in
consumption with hypoxia generally exceeds the decrease that would be expected based
on the corresponding reduction in Pp,- Arguments presented in the preceding
paragraphs limit the possible factors that could account for these differences. For
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example, increases in capillary density with altitude resulting from tissue shrinkage, or
increases in hemoglobin concentration would have the opposite effect. A left-shift in the
dissociation curve would reduce the discrepancy slightly for P1O2 above 70 mmHg, but
would increase it at low Ppj. Actual capillary densities higher than assumed in the
model would increase the discrepancy, while lower actual capillary density values would
not be consistent with observed normoxic consumption rates (see Chapter 3).
Overestimation of actual Pa02 values at low P1O2 seems unlikely, particularly since
available data for PjOj < 80 mmHg actually lie above the assumed curve (Figure 4.1).
The most likely remaining causes for the larger than expected reductions V02n^x induced
by hypoxia are that blood flow decreases substantially at low PjOj values, even though
such a trend is not evident in the available data, or that the demand for oxygen decreases
significantly, possibly as a result of reduced central nervous system motor drive.
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CHAPTER 5; CONCLUSIONS

In the work presented here, we have used a theoretical model of oxygen transport
processes occurring at the microvascular level to examine oxygen consumption in
maximally exercising skeletal muscle. The concept of using mathematical models to
investigate oxygen transport within the tissue was first introduced by August Krogh (49)
nearly a century ago. Many of the concepts introduced by Krogh, such as diffusive
limitation to oxygen transport, remain central to the understanding of oxygen transport at
the microvascular level. Our model is based on Krogh's assumption that each capillary
supplies oxygen exclusively to the cylinder of tissue surrounding it and incorporates
subsequent advances in understanding of oxygen transport at the microvascular level.
Significant contributions obtained using this model can be summarized in terms of
answers to the following questions.

What are the relative roles of convective and diffusive transport limitations in
determining VOjnmx?
Limitations in the circulator)' system's ability to deliver oxygen, either
convectively, diffusively, or both, are generally believed to determine

in

exercising skeletal muscle. Here, we have used our theoretical model to investigate the
importance of convective and diffusive oxygen transport in determining VOj^ax- Model
results clearly show that under normoxic conditions, limitations in both convective and
diffusive oxygen delivery significantly reduce oxygen consumption when demand is
high, as in maximally exercising muscle. However, as Ppj is reduced as a result of
hypoxic breathing conditions, convective supply limitations become increasingly
important. At low Ppj, of less than about 50 mmHg, oxygen consumption rates in
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maximally working skeletal muscle are determined almost entirely by convective oxygen
supply.

Why are low tissue POj levels and small oxygen gradients observed in skeletal
muscle when consumption is high?
Gayeski and Honig (28) and Richardson et al. (73) have observed low POj values
and shallow gradients in exercising skeletal muscle. In both of these studies, low tissue
POj was attributed to resistance to oxygen diffusion within the microvessels and
myoglobin-facilitated diffusion was assumed responsible for the ability of oxygen to
diffuse within the tissue despite low gradients. Model results share some significant
features with these observations. Low PO2 values and shallow gradients are predicted
throughout much of the tissue. However, the model conclusively shows that the
resistance to oxygen diffusion within the vessels and within the tissue are both important
factors in determining tissue Po, levels. Furthermore, model results suggest that due to
the low diffusivity of myoglobin, myoglobin-facilitated diffusion plays a minor role in
transporting oxygen within the tissue. Low consumption rates, resulting from the
dependence of consumption on tissue PO2 levels, are responsible for the shallow
gradients, and not myoglobin-facilitated diffusion.

Do previously published estimates of capillary density obtained from muscle
biopsy samples reflect the true oxygen transport capacity of the capillaries
within skeletal muscle?
Predicted oxygen consumption rates agree with observed V02,„„ values most
closely when high capillary density values (600 capillaries/mm" for Andersen and Saltin
(2) and 1000 capillaries/mm" for Richardson et al. (71)) are used in the model.
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Furthermore, capillary density values estimated using the model are generally much
higher than values determined experimentally from biopsy samples. The discrepancy
between measured and estimated capillary density values led to careful re-evaluation of
model assumptions, but the discrepancies could not be explained by reasonable
adjustments to the model. However, muscle contraction during the biopsy procedure,
which has been shown to influence capillar}' density measurements, can account for
much of the discrepancy between estimated and measured capillary density values.
These results suggest that measurements of capillary density from muscle biopsy samples
underestimate the oxygen transport capacity in skeletal muscle.

Can reductions in

observed at PjOj levels corresponding to extreme altitude

be explained based on the reductions in P^O,?
When the model is used to predict relative oxygen consumption rates in hypoxic
conditions based on reductions in

resulting from decreases in Ppj^ predictions are

generally higher than corresponding measured relative consumption rates. After close
scrutiny of the model, the discrepancy between estimated and observed changes in
led to the conclusion that responses to hypoxia that have not yet been quantified
experimentally and are therefore not included in the model may be important in
determining

in hypoxic breathing conditions. Inclusion of significant reductions

in either oxygen demand or muscle blood flow in the model would account for the
discrepancy between observations and model predictions.

What is the role of mathematical modeling in addressing these questions?
The matliematical model presented here has provided a framework for comparing
theoretical predictions based on microvascular transport processes with experimental
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observations obtained during decades of research at the microvascular, whole muscle,
and whole body levels. These comparisons have revealed discrepancies that have led to
careful scrutiny of model assumptions, and in some cases, reinlerpretation of previous
experimental findings. Overall, model results have provided improved understanding of
oxygen transport in exercising skeletal muscle and of the factors that determine
over a wide range of experimental conditions.
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS AND MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

INTRODUCTION
In general, the prediction of the oxygen field around a capillary requires the
solution of a three-dimensional diffusion equation. If an axisymmetric geometry is
assumed, and diffusion in the axial direction is neglected, the problem can be reduced to
the nonlinear ordinary differential equation given by Equation 2.1. A variety of
numerical techniques are available for solving such problems. In this appendix, we
compare the multiple shooting method used to produce results given in Chapters 2 - 4
with two alternative computational methods. The first alternative is a Green's function
approach previously developed by Hsu and Secomb (40;86) to analyze oxygen delivery
from an arbitrary network configuration of cylindrical microvessels to a finite cuboidal
region of tissue. This method is used not only to corroborate results from the multiple
shooting method, but also to further investigate the effects of heterogeneity in capillar)'
spacing and flow. The second method is a commercially available finite element
technique (FlexPDE, PDE Solutions Inc, Antioch, CA). In addition to corroborating
results given in the text, the finite element method is used to explore the effects of axial
diffusion on model results.

METHODS
The Krogh-type cylinder model presented in the main body of the text uses a
multiple shooting method from IMSL Fortran libraries (Visual Numerics, Inc., Ramon,
CA) to solve the ordinary differential equation given by Equation 2.1, with M(P) = M,,
PI{P+Pq) and boundary conditions given by Equations 2.3 and 2.6. Axial decline is
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included in the model as described in Chapter 2. This method has the ability to include
the effects of intravascular resistance to oxygen diffusion within the capillary,
myoglobin-facilitated diffusion within the muscle, oxygen dissolved in the plasma, and a
right shift in the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve.
The Green's function approach was designed to analyze oxygen delivery from an
arbitrary network of micro vessels to a finite, cuboidal region of tissue. To compare with
results from the multiple shooting method, a simple "network" is designed in which a
single capillary, of the same dimensions used in the multiple shooting method, supplies
oxygen to a cuboidal region of tissue of equal volume to the cylindrical region used in the
Krogh-type model. The length of the tissue region, L, in both cases is 500 fim. The
height and width of the cuboidal region used in the Green's function method, denoted Gp
are assumed equal and can be computed from the Krogh tissue cylinder radius, R„ using
G,^ = 7rR,\ As in the multiple shooting method, effects of resistance to oxygen diffusion
within the vessel, dissolved oxygen, and axial decline in blood oxygen content are
included in the Green's function method, and oxygen consumption is assumed to obey
Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Diffusion of oxygen in the axial direction is also included in
the Green's function method; however, myoglobin-facilitated diffusion of oxygen within
the tissue and a right shift in the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve are not included.
To investigate the effects of heterogeneity in capillary blood flow using the
Green's function method, we consider a region of tissue of dimensions G^ x 2 G^x L,
composed of two of the above regions placed side by side. In one case, we increase flow
by 1/3 in one vessel and decrease flow by 1/3 in the other vessel. In another case, the
amount of flow is the same in each vessel, but flow is in opposite directions. In both of
these cases, the average consumption rate per volume tissue is compared with average
consumption rate per tissue volume calculated with a single vessel in a tissue region of
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dimensions

x

x L.

The effects of heterogeneity in capillary spacing are examined using the Green's
function method by arranging four of the single vessel regions as shown schematically in
Figure A.l. First, the average oxygen consumption rate within the region is computed
with four capillaries uniformly spaced within the region, i.e. one capillary in the center of
each subregion. Comparisons are then made with average consumption rates computed
with capillaries randomly placed, one in each subregion, with the condition that
capillaries cannot be within 5 jum of any boundary of the subregion. Nine of these
random configurations are considered.

Figure A.l: Schematic of the geometrical configuration used to
estimate the effects of heterogeneous capillary spacing. For
homogeneous spacing, a capillary is placed in the center of each
subregion. To represent heterogeneous spacing, one capillary is
randomly placed in each subregion at least 5 jxm from the nearest
boundary, i.e., in each of the four boxes outlined by dotted lines.
Not drawn to scale.

The finite element method (FlexPDE) can be used to solve Equation 2.1 with
boundary conditions given by Equations 2.3 and 2.6. As with the other techniques
presented here, oxygen consumption is assumed to obey Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The
geometry is the same as in the multiple shooting method. Effects of intravascular
resistance to oxygen diffusion, axial decline in blood oxygen content, and oxygen
dissolved in the plasma are included. Effects of a right shift in the oxyhemoglobin
dissociation curve and myoglobin-facilitated diffusion within the tissue can also be
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included. Furthermore, effects of axial diffusion of oxygen within the tissue can be
quantified by comparing the average oxygen consumption rate within the tissue cylinder
computed with and without including oxygen diffusion in the axial direction.
In all three of the computational methods presented in this section, the average
blood PO2 is assumed to be 100 mmHg at the capillary entrance and hemoglobin
concentration is 14.39 g/dL. Comparisons among the three techniques are made in eight
cases. For each of the two studies presented in Chapter 2, two values of capillary density
(468 and 600 capillaries/mm" for Andersen and Saltin (2), and 468 and 1000
capillaries/mm^ for Richardson et al. (71)) are considered for oxygen demand values of
40 and 80 cnr^Oj/1OOcmVmin. The measured value of leg perfusion is 2.5 L/kg/min in
the Andersen and Saltin study (2) and 3.85 L/kg/min in the study by Richardson et al.
(71).

RESULTS
Figure A.2 shows contour diagrams for each of the three numerical techniques.
Panels A and B correspond to results obtained using the multiple shooting method and
the Green's function method, respectively. Calculations shown in both panels C and D
were performed using the fmite element method (FlexPDE). To facilitate comparison
among these alternative methods, none of the calculations shown in Figure A.2 include a
right shift in the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve or myoglobin-facilitated diffusion.
Oxygen dissolved in the plasma is included. Axial diffusion is not included when using
the multiple shooting method (panel A). The Green's function method (panel B), on the
other hand, does include axial diffusion. For comparison, panels C and D show fmite
element results with and without including the effects of axial diffusion. In each of these
diagrams, leg perfusion is 2.5 L/kg/min, corresponding to measurements taken by
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Andersen and Saltin (2), capillary density is 600 capillaries/mm^, and oxygen demand is
40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin. As illustrated in Figure A.2, each method produces large regions
of hypoxic tissue. In all of these methods, POj gradients are more steep at the upstream
end of the capillary. The POj within the blood decreases rapidly with distance traveled,
regardless of which numerical technique is used. The flat PO2 profiles within the vessels
shown in panels A and B correspond to the average POj within the blood,

and the

tissue PO2 immediately adjacent to the capillary is significantly lower than P^, due to
resistance to radial oxygen diffusion within the vessel, causing extremely steep gradients
near the capillary wall. Panels C and D show more realistic PO2 gradients within the
capillar^'. In reality, however, movement of individual red blood cells within the
capillary would cause fluctuations in blood PO^ which are not shown in any of these
results. Although individual red blood cells are not tracked, the effect of red blood cell
spacing, on average, is included in calculations of intravascular resistance in each
numerical technique.
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PO2 = 5 mmHg
PO2 = 10 mmHg

PO2 = 5 mmHg
PO2 = 10 mmHg
consumption = 28.48
cm^Oj/1 OOcmVmin

consumption = 28.98
cm'Oj/1OOcm^/min

consumption = 27.57
cm-'Oj/1OOcm^/min

PO2 = 5 mmHg

PO2 = 5 mmHg

PO2 = 10 mmHg

PO2 = 10 mmHg

consumption = 29.08
cm^02/1 OOcmVmin

Figure A.2: Comparison of contour diagrams from each of the numerical
methods. A: multiple shooting method. B: Green's function method. C:
FlexPDE without axial diffusion. D: FlexPDE with axial diffusion. Each
line represents an increase in PO2 of 5 mmHg. The two lowest PO2 values
shown, 5 mmHg and 10 mmHg, are marked on each plot.
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Although there are minor differences, in general the numerical techniques shown
in Figure A.2 yield very similar results. Table A.l compares predicted oxygen
consumption rates calculated using each of the four methods. As with the contour plots
shown in Figure A.2, these results do not include a right shift in the oxyhemoglobin
dissociation curve or myoglobin-facilitated diffusion, but oxygen dissolved in the plasma
is included. The effects of axial diffusion are included in results from the Green's
function method, but not in the multiple shooting methcxl. Predicted oxygen
consumption rates found using the Green's function method are, on average, 2% lower
than rates predicted using the multiple shooting method. The largest difference between
consumption rates found using these two techniques is 3.9%, and occurs with perfusion
values from Richardson et al. (71), a capillary density of 1000 capillaries/mm^, and an
oxygen demand of 80 crn'OVl 00cm Vmin. Except in the case of Richardson et al. (71)
with a capillary density of 1000 capillaries/mm^, increasing Mq from 40 to 80
cm'O,/100cmVmin decreases the difference between consumption rates found using these
two methods. Predicted consumption rates found using FlexPDE are generally higher
than corresponding predictions found using other numerical techniques. When compared
with results from the multiple shooting method, calculations using FlexPDE are 2.9%
higher on average when the effects of axial diffusion are included in the FlexPDE
calculations, and 2.7% higher on average when axial diffusion is neglected in both
calculations. The largest difference between consumption rates found using the multiple
shooting method and FlexPDE is 5.4% and occurs when using perfusion values from
Richardson et al. (71) with a demand of 40 cm-^Oj/100cmVmin and a capillary density of
468 capillaries/mm^. Increasing

tends to increase the difference in consumption rates

predicted when comparing the multiple shooting method with either of the FlexPDE
calculations, except in the case of Richardson et al. (71) with capillary density = 1000
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capillaries/mm^, where increasing M,, decreases the differences between the multiple
shooting method and FlexPDE.
Table A.l; Predicted oxygen consumption rates using each of the numerical methods as
described in the text. Results do not include a right shift or myoglobin-facilitated
diffusion.
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40

24.53

23.96

25.25

25.35

Andersen and
Saltin (2)

468

80

26.83

26.52

27.87

27.90

Andersen and
Saltin (2)

600

40

28.47

27.57

28.98

29.08

Andersen and
Saltin (2)

600

80

31.78

31.29

32.66

32.69

Richardson et
al. (71)

468

40

27.54

26.86

28.53

28.62

Richardson et
al. (71)

468

80

30.43

30.07

32.04

32.07

Richardson et
al. (71)

1000

40

37.57

37.04

37.49

37.51

Richardson et
al. (71)

1000

80

50.88

48.92

51.83

51.93
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By comparing contour diagrams in panels C and D of Figure A.2 and predicted
consumption rates found with and without the inclusion of axial diffusion, as given in
Table A.l, we can investigate the effects of axial diffusion on the model. Figure A.2
shows that axial diffusion tends to decrease POj gradients, especially at the upstream end
of the tissue region, and decrease the size of the hypoxic tissue region. Although the
effects of axial diffusion change the PO2 profile, its inclusion has very little effect, <
0.4%, on predicted oxygen consumption rates. In general, changes in model predictions
due to the inclusion of axial diffusion decrease with increasing Mq.
Figure A.3 shows the effects of heterogeneous capillary flow distribution on
model results obtained using the Green's function method. Contours are shown for a
plane cut along the length of the capillary through the center of the tissue region. In these
calculations, leg perfusion is 2.5 L/kg/min (2) and assumed capillary density is 600
capillaries/mm'. Effects of a right shift in the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve and
myoglobin-facilitated diffusion are not included, but effects of axial diffusion and oxygen
dissolved in the plasma are included. Panels A and D correspond to the case where flow
is identical in both vessels. Panels B and E correspond to calculations in which flow was
increased by 1/3 in the left vessel and decreased by 1/3 in the right. In panels C and F,
the flow rate is equal in both vessels, but flowing in opposite directions. The upper three
plots correspond to an My value of 40 cm-^Oj/lOOcmVmin, while M,, = 80
cni^OV100cmVmin in the lower three. Not surprisingly, uneven flow distribution yields
slightly higher Po, values surrounding the vessel with higher flow, shown on the left in
panels B and E, and slightly lower PO, in the tissue suiTounding the vessel with lower
flow, shown on the right in panels B and E. This uneven distribution decreases predicted
consumption rates by about 2% when compared with homogeneous flow distribution.
Assuming equal flow rates in opposite directions (panels C and F) changes the PO2
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distribution within the tissue significantly, but has only a slight effect on predicted
consumption rates when compared with uniform flow distribution with flow in the same
direction. At Mg = 40 cm^02/100cm^/min, countercurrent flow gives a 2.2% increase
predicted consumption. At Mq = 80 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin, countercurrent flow causes
virtually no change in overall consumption. Overall, heterogeneity in capillary flow rates
or flow direction change predicted consumption by no more than about 2%.
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27.77
cm^Oo/lOOcmVmin

27.23
cm^Oo/lOOcm^/min

28.37
cin^O-,/100cm^/mm

31.12
cm^Oo/lOOcm^/min

30.39
cm^OJlOOcmVmin

31.13
cm^Oo/lOOcmVmin

Figure A.3: Effects of heterogenous capillary flow on Po, contours and predicted

consumption rates. A and D : Equal flow in both vessels, B and E: Increased flow
in vessel on left, decreased flow in vessel on right. C and E: Equal flow rate in
opposite directions. A, B, C; Mq = 40 ctn-'O71(X)cmVmin. D, E, F: M,-, = 80
cm^O,/1 OOcmVmin.
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The effects of heterogeneity in capillary spacing on model results are explored
using the contour diagrams shown in Figure A.4. These diagrams correspond to a plane
in the tissue cut perpendicular to the capillaries halfway along the length of the tissue
region. A region of tissue formed by combining four subregions of tissue with a capillary
in each subregion is considered. In panel A, each of the four capillaries is placed in the
center of its subregion. In the remaining panel, capillaries are placed randomly with the
restriction that they must be at least 5 /xm from the subregion boundaries. In the nine
cases considered here, heterogeneity in capillary spacing reduces predicted consumption
by at most 7.4% when Mg = 40 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin, and 4.5% when Mq = 80
cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin.

27.90 cm'O,/1OOcm-^/min
31.00 cm-^O,/1OOcmVmin

7.4%
4.5%

2.4%
1.3%

5.0%
2.7%

4.7%
3.0%

6.4%
4.2%

3.0%
1.1%

6.8%
4.2%

2.9%

5.3%
3.1%

1.6%

Figure A.4: Effects of heterogeneous capillary spacing on POj contours (Mg = 40 cm'OVlOOcmVmin) and

predicted consumption rates. A: Homogenous capillary spacing. B-J: random capillary spacing. Upper and
lower values below A correspond to predicted consumption rates, with Mg = 40 cm'O,/1OOcmVmin and A/„ =
80 cm^Oj/lOOcmVmin, respectively. Values given in remaining panels correspond to percent decrease in
consumption due to heterogeneous capillary spacing. Upper values. A/,, = 40 crn'O^/1(XkmVmin. Lower
values, Mq = 80 cm'O,/1(X)cm Vmin.
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DISCUSSION

Variations due to numerical methods
Consumption rates predicted by the model vary by no more than 5.5% when using
any of the computational methods shown in Figure A.2 and Table A.l. In general, the
Green's function method produces slightly lower predicted consumption rates when
compared with the multiple shooting method. This is most likely due to the fact that the
Green's function method assumes a cuboidal region of tissue, whereas the multiple
shooting method uses a cylindrical tissue region. In each of the methods, the volume of
tissue supplied by a single capillary is the same, as are the dimensions of the capillary
and the length of the tissue region. However, for a given cross-sectional area, the
maximum diffusion distance is longer in a square cross-sectional area than in a circular
one. For example, a capillary density of 600 capillaries/mm^ corresponds to R, - 23.0
fim, which, since the tissue region is cylindrical, is equal to the maximum diffusion
distance. This same capillary density corresponds to a square cross-sectional area with
dimensions 40.8 jxm x 40.8 (im. Although the shortest distance from the capillary to the
outer tissue boundary, 20.4 /im, is shorter than R„ the longest diffusion distance,
corresponding to the distance from the capillary to any corner of the square. 28.9 fim, is
much larger than i?,. This leads to extremely low FOj values in the so called "lethal
corners" of the square region, especially at the downstream end of the tissue region, and
to a reduction in average oxygen consumption within the cuboidal tissue region as
compared with the cylindrical region. The Green's function method includes axial
diffusion, which is not included in the multiple shooting method. Axial diffusion
increases predicted consumption rates, but not enough to offset the effect of the cuboidal
domain shape.
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Predicted oxygen consumption rates found using the finite element method
without the effects of axial diffusion are generally higher than results of the multiple
shooting method. Since the geometry of the tissue region and the capillary are identical
in both methods, this difference presumably results from numerical discretization errors.

Effects of axial diffusion
When the multiple shooting method is used, the problem is reduced to one
dimension and oxygen is only allowed to diffuse radially outward from the capillary. In
reality, oxygen can diffuse in any direction. Finite element calculations were performed
both with and without including the effects of diffusion in the axial direction. As shown
in Figure A.2, including axial diffusion decreases both the POj values and the POj
gradients at the upstream end of the tissue region and decrease the size of the hypoxic
regions at the downstream end. However, the effects caused by inclusion of axial
diffusion are significantly reduced as M,, is increased from 40 to 80 cm^Oj/l OOcmVmin.
Although the inclusion of axial diffusion changes the distribution of oxygen within the
tissue region, it has very little effect on predicted oxygen consumption rates. Apparently,
the increase in consumption in the downstream regions of the tissue, where PO, is
increased with the inclusion of the effects of axial diffusion, is offset by the decrease in
consumption in the upstream regions, where POj is decreased with the inclusion of the
effects of axial diffusion, resulting in a slight, < 0.4%, increase in the average oxygen
consumption rate when axial diffusion is included.

Effects of heterogeneity in capillary flow
In reality, capillar)' flow is not identical in each capillary, as is assumed in the
model. To represent the effects of uneven flow distribution, flow was increased by 1/3 in
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one capillary and decreased by 1/3 in another and consumption was averaged over both
cylinders, as shown in panels B and D in Figure A.3. Consumption was decreased by
less than 2.3% when compared with capillaries with even flow distribution. In other
words, the increase in consumption near one capillary due to an increase is flow does not
fully compensate for the decrease in consumption near the other due to a reduction in
flow of the same magnitude. Averaging over two capillaries with equal flow rates in
opposite directions (panels C and E of Figure A.2) increases predicted consumption by
2.2% when M„ = 40 cm^O./1OOcmVmin, but has little effect, 0.03%, when M,, = 80
cni-^071OOcmVmin. Figure A.2 B shows that when using the Green's function method
with a single vessel and an Mg value of 40 cnr^Oj/lOOcmVmin, the tissue PO, at the
upstream end of the capillary can be fairly high, ~ 30-35 mmHg, even at distances greater
than 20 //m from the capillary. Thus, when two capillaries side by side are flowing in
opposite directions, the upstream end of one can supply oxygen to regions of tissue that
would otherwise be hypoxic at the downstream end of the other. This increase in tissue
Po, at the downstream end of each capillary increases overall oxygen consumption, but
only by 2.2%. When demand is 80 cm'Oj/100cmVmin, tissue POj is very low within a
short distance of the capillary, even at the upstream end of the tissue. Thus, when

=

80 cm'Oj/l00cmVmin, oxygen consumption rates cannot be significantly increased by
neighboring capillaries flowing in opposite directions, as seen by comparing panel D and
F in Figure A.3.

Effects of heterogeneity in capillary spacing
A fundamental assumption of the Krogh-type model is that capillaries are
assumed to be uniformly spaced throughout the tissue. In reality, capillary spacing is
heterogeneous, and this may lead to reduced oxygen delivery, since capillaries in more
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densely perfused areas may flow through regions of higher POj where less oxygen is
extracted. Our results (Figure A.3) indicate that at high oxygen demand, large regions of
the tissue are hypoxic and each capillary can only supply oxygen to a small region of
tissue directly surrounding the capillary. Under these conditions, heterogeneity in
capillary spacing results in a negligible effect on oxygen consumption rates.

Conclusions
Model results are insensitive to the numerical method used to solve Equation 2.1
with boundary conditions given by Equations 2.3 and 2.6. When compared with the
multiple shooting method, using the Green's function method decreases predicted
consumption rates slightly, < 3.8%. This difference is most likely due to the fact that the
Green's function method uses a cuboidal tissue region, whereas the multiple shooting
method uses a cylindrical region. The finite element method produces slightly higher
predicted consumption rates than the multiple shooting method, presumably due to
numerical discretization errors.
Results from the Green's function method and the finite element method can be
used to justify several of the assumptions used in the multiple shooting method. The
multiple shooting method neglects axial diffusion, but results from the finite element
method with and without axial diffusion show that including axial diffusion increases
predicted consumption rates by no more than 0.4%. Using the Green's function method,
uneven capillary flow distribution is shown to change predicted consumption rates by no
more than 2.3% and heterogeneity in capillary spacing is shown to decrease predicted
consumption rates by at most 7.4% when Mg = 40 cm'Oj/lOOcmVmin and 4.5% when Mq
= 80 cm^O,/! OOcm Vmin.
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